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Retrospect is a public service program that airs on WDBO Sunday mornings from 

midnight until 1:00 a.m. and 6:00 – 6:30 a.m.    On this program, members of the 

Central Florida community discuss issues of concern to the region’s citizenship.  

For the third quarter 2019, the following issues were addressed:  

Crime

 Orange County Community Conference

 Unclaimed Checks Must be Claimed by September 1st

 Protection from Cybercrime

Culture

 2nd Annual Fusion Fest

 Global Peace Film Festival

 Pulse Interim Memorial

 Group Preserves Osceola County History

Economy

 Best Practices for Small Businesses to Prepare for Any Kind of Storm

 Job Market, Unemployment, Underemployment

 NEWS COPY

Education

 Volunteers and Funding Needed to Support Literacy Program

 Financial Education Programs



 10th Annual Back to School Expo

 Salvation Army Collects School Supplies

 Back-to-School Supply Drive 

 NEWS COPY

Environment

 Eastern Indigo Snakes Released in North Florida

 Pollution Prevention Program

 Study: Invasive Plant Species

 Animal Baby Shower

 Hurricane Dorian and Climate Change

 Valencia College’s Food Scrap Recycling Program and Sustainability 

Program

Health 

 Foundation Encourages Children Participating in Sports

 Back-to-School Free Immunization Event

 Suicide Prevention

 2019 Free Back to School Physicals

 Short Heat Stroke

 16th Annual Caribbean Health Summit

 Support for Bleeding Disorders Community

 Creepy Crawl 5K and Vampire Mile

 Walk to End Alzheimer’s

 NEWS COPY

Public Safety

 Health Officials Issue Mosquito-Borne Illness Advisory

 Lessons from Hurricane Dorian

 Post-Hurricane Health and Safety



 Hurricane Dorian Relief Efforts

 Hurricane Nutrition Tips

 Local Physician Warns about the Dangers of Vaping

 NEWS COPY

Social Issues

 Volunteers Find Homes for Greyhounds

 People Encouraged to Become Foster Parents

 Grief Facilitators Needed

 Dog Rescue Places Husky Dogs in Forever Homes

 Event Benefits Home for Special Needs Individuals

 Hunger Action Month and the “Feed One” Campaign

 “Fore Our Kids” Golf Tournament Benefits Foster Youth

 NEWS COPY



ISSUE:
Crime



Time: WDBO:

6:10 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Orange County Community Conference
Organization: Orange County Government

Guest(s): Jason Reynolds, Orange County Neighborhood Services 

Division

Contact: 407-836-5606; www.ocfl.net/CommunityConference

Date: 8/4/19

Duration: 10:00

Issues: Reynolds invited listeners to participate in the upcoming 

Orange County Community Conference, which will focus 

on deterring crime.  Specifically, participants will discuss 

how to reduce crime through environmental design 

elements, such as landscaping and lighting enhancement. 

The conference will take place on October 5, 2019 at the 

Orange County Convention Center, North Concourse.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.ocfl.net_CommunityConference&d=DwMFAg&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=LcvSpQoV9yVoGtkjXPP2w6oZ711sF9YSbnAYMAYO3cc&m=HDETo2oNRvTaolsxyyH6gzqz_FBERWSuxwlYSHhI5Tg&s=4X6k_05rbpsj7eVEG2Od7VzT_qIv8mwyZ3JuXAQHhqo&e=


Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Unclaimed Checks Must be Claimed by September 1st

Organization: Orange County Clerk of Courts

Guest(s): Clerk of Courts Tiffany Moore Russell

Contact: www.myorangeclerk.com

Date: 8/4/19

Duration: 10:00

Issues: Clerk Russell let listeners know that they have until September 

1st to look over the unclaimed checks list at 

myorangeclerk.com and claim their money. The list includes 

jury checks, vendor payments, refunds, restitution, and cash 

bonds. These are checks that were mailed out but never 

cashed. Any money not claimed by September 1st will be 

forfeited and deposited into the Clerk’s Fine and Forfeiture 

Fund.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.myorangeclerk.com&d=DwMF-g&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=LcvSpQoV9yVoGtkjXPP2w6oZ711sF9YSbnAYMAYO3cc&m=9Lm_1izgH069VaLjP2cp5yC7gMOvZtSFPtUpTKM2kgA&s=MgU3mhMxoTsPh7nMVZ44TCt_PXGtKZu-b3tCFuWOqdo&e=


Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Protection from Cybercrime
Organization: Axiom Bank

Guest(s): Ted Scheppe, Executive Vice-President

Contact: 407-732-5604

Date: 8/18/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues:
 

Scheppe spoke about the various ways individuals and 

businesses could protect themselves from cybercrime.  First 

he described some of the ways cybercriminals make their 

attacks then described some prevention strategies like 

establishing firewalls, staying on top of updates, having 

backups, and training employees in how to maintain security. 



ISSUE:
Culture



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: 2nd Annual Fusion Fest
Organization: Orange County Government

Guest(s): Terry Olsen, Orange County Arts & Cultural Affairs

Contact: (407) 836-5540

Date: 8/18/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Olsen described FusionFest, an event that showcases the 

diverse cultures who live in Orange County, and invited 

listeners to participate.  The event, which will take place 

Thanksgiving weekend, celebrates inclusion and diversity 

by showcasing various forms of art and food. The reason 

Olsen is talking about it now is because the deadline is 

approaching for those who would like to enter the film 

competition.  



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Global Peace Film Festival 
Organization: 
Guest(s): Nina Streich,  Executive Director

Sheri Heitker, Producer on For They Know Not What 

They Do

Contact: Peacefilmfest.org

Date: 9/1/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: The two guests discussed the films and events scheduled 

for the 2019 Global Peace Film Festival, taking place 

September 16th – 22nd.  Streich described many of the films 

that will be featured this year, explaining that they reflect 

the concept of ‘peace’ in diverse forms.  Additionally, the 

concept of peace and action will be reinforced through 

dialogue and various events.  

Heitker described the film For They Know Not What They 

Do, which focuses on the stories of gay youth.



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Pulse Interim Memorial
Organization: Dix.Hite+Partners

Guest(s): Cody Smith, Partner

Contact: Onepulsefoundation.org

Date: 8/18/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: The guest described the temporary memorial to honor the 

victims of the Pulse nightclub shootings.  Until a permanent 

memorial is built, the interim memorial will provide visitors 

with an opportunity to reflect on the lives of the victims,  

honor their memory, and work through a healing process. 



Time: WDBO:

12:15 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Group Preserves Osceola County History
Organization: Osceola County Historical Society

Guest(s): Mia Overton, Community Relations Manager 

Contact: 407-396-8644, ext. 3

Date: 9/1/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Overton described the Osceola County Historical Society’s 

efforts to preserve their local history.  The group maintains 

the Pioneer Village at Shingle Creek and the Osceola County 

Welcome Center and History Museum.  Overton described 

the exhibits at the sites and explained that volunteer docents 

are needed. 



ISSUE:
Economy



Time: WDBO:

6:15 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Best Practices for Small Businesses to Prepare for 
Any Kind of Storm

Organization: Axiom Bank

Guest(s): Ted Sheppe, Executive Vice President of Commercial 

Banking

Contact:
Date: 7/21/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues:
Sheppe encouraged small businesses to protect 

themselves by preparing for hurricanes and other kinds of 

storms. He listed the best practices business owners could 

follow to protect their information, inventory, employees and 

facilities.  Above all, he advised listeners to back up and 

otherwise protect their information.



Time: WDBO:

12:10 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Job Market, Unemployment, Underemployment
Organization: Goodwill Industries of Central Florida

Guest(s): Paul Secor, Director of Education and Employment 

Services

Contact: Goodwillcfl.org/locations

Date: 8/4/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Secor described the current job market and explained how 

Goodwill connects people with jobs.  He spoke about job 

numbers, unemployment numbers, and the concept of 

underemployment. Afterwards, he explained how Goodwill 

connects people with job training and placement.

 



NEWS COPY

Economy 3rd Quarter 2019

7/5
Our consumer warrior Clark Howard has some more great advice this morning.  
He says with the economy stronger and people at work...more folks are opening 
up their wallets to do things they normally wouldn't have done...
[CutID: <Cuts> 07_05_19_Clark_Minute_2_ARC747767304.mp3
Time: 49s
Title: 07_05_19_Clark_Minute_2
Description: 07_05_19_Clark_Minute_2
Out-cue: ]

7/5/19
THE U-S ECONOMY ADDED 224,000 JOBS IN JUNE.  J-J KINAHAN (KEE'-NA-HAN IS THE 
CHIEF STRATEGIST AT T-D AMERITRADE, AND SAYS THE  NUMBER IS A BIG RELIEF 
FOLLOWING A DISAPPOINTING MAY REPORT.
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Jobs-Pretty Amazing Report_ARC2434920769.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: ABCNC_Jobs-Pretty Amazing Report
Description: <p>The U-S economy added 224,000 jobs in June. Unemployment rise slightly to 3-
point-7 percent. J-J Kinahan (KEE'-na-han), chief strategist at T-D Ameritrade, says the big 
number is a big relief following a disappointing May report.</p>
Out-cue: amazing report]
UNEMPLOYMENT ROSE SLIGHTLY TO 3.7 PERCENT.

President Trump says he's cheered by the latest job creation numbers.
The economy added 224-thousand jobs in June, bouncing back from May's weak 
75-thousand jobs performance.   And the president is continuing to urge interest 
rates go lower
[CutID: <Cuts> Fri_Trump-Jobs-If Fed Would Cut Interest 
Rates_1_ARC3187361158.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: Fri_Trump-Jobs-If Fed Would Cut Interest Rates_1
Out-cue: rocket ship]
The president also says he's ordered the justice Department to continue to look 
for ways to get a citizenship question on the 2020 census firm...

7/7
A strong economy is boosting President Trump's approval rating, according to a new ABC News-
Washington Post poll.  ABC's Martha Raddatz says the poll shows voter disapproval in key areas

[CutID: <Cuts> Sun Trump-ABC Poll-40 Percent Approve Of Immigration 
Handling_ARC396405839.mp3
Time: 18s
Title: Sun Trump-ABC Poll-40 Percent Approve Of Immigration Handling



Out-cue: 2020 vote]
The poll also shows the top five Democrats who are running for their party's nomination would 
beat or tie Trump if an election was held today 

7/10/19
The head of the Federal Reserve says they're keeping a close eye on 
"crosscurrents" that could affect U-S economic growth.
[CutID: <MetroSource> Economy0710Powell1a_1_ARC2347297910.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: Economy0710Powell1a_1
Description: Economy0710Powell1a_1
Out-cue: and the outlook]
Fed Chairman Jerome Powell said the economy has been performing fairly well 
this year and that the labor market remains healthy. ,Powell was pressed again 
about speculation that President Trump may try to force him out.  
[CutID: <MetroSource> Economy0710Powell4_1_ARC4230070108.mp3
Time: 4s
Title: Economy0710Powell4_1
Out-cue: to serve it]
Trump has been very critical of Powell and has called for more interest rate cuts.  

7/11
BET founder Bob Johnson is getting backlash after recent comments he made 
which appear to shine a positive light on Donald Trump--
[CutID: <Cuts> BETfounderTrumptrouble_71119_ARC3947213834.mp3
Time: 29s
Title: BETfounderTrumptrouble_71119
Out-cue: SOC]
----------------------------------------------------
In a Tuesday interview with CNBC, Johnson who was a lifetime Democrat, said 
he no longer found a home in his political party. He said, “The party in my 
opinion, for me personally, has moved too far to the left,” he went on to add, “I 
give the president a lot of credit for moving the economy in a positive direction 
that’s benefiting a large amount of Americans. Johnson became the first Black 
billionaire in 2001 when he sold BET to Viacom for $2.3 billion in stock.
7/12
[OEN FL MEDICAID EXPANSION]

STATE ECONOMISTS SAY MORE THAN A QUARTER-MILLION FLORIDIANS 
WOULD ENROLL IN MEDICAID, IF A PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
IS APPROVED BY VOTERS NEXT YEAR.

TODAY, STATE ECONOMISTS MET TO TALK ABOUT HOW THE AMENDMENT 
WOULD AFFECT FLORIDA'S ECONOMY, IF IT PASSES IN 20-20.  IT WOULD 



MAKE MEDICAID AVAILABLE TO HALF-A-MILLION MORE FLORIDIANS, BY 
CHANGING ITS QUALIFICATIONS.

7/15
While Americans may feel more upbeat about the economy than they have in a 
while, the U.S. consumer debt has surged to record highs --

[CutID: <Cuts> AmericanDebt_LL_ARC74363666.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: AmericanDebt_LL
Out-cue: SOC]

-----------------------------------------------------------
More Americans are spending beyond their means and have no money saved for 
emergencies, says the New York Post. The debt is being fueled by rising 
mortgage debt, student loans and the ease of obtaining available credit.  One 
credit counselor to the Post says the easy-to-obtain credit traps people into 
thinking they can buy what they want - regardless of their ability to repay that 
debt. Those living week-to-week on their paychecks will feel the pinch of this 
debt first, according to Bankrate. Bankrate says another recession could squeeze 
people further than what they already make paycheck-to-paycheck, leading to an 
increase in delinquencies.

7/18
For the first time in a decade, the House approves a bill that would more than 
DOUBLE the federal minimum wage.
[CutID: <Cuts> THU-PM-House Minimum Wage W1-KS_ARC2108886220.mp3
Time: 39s
Title: THU-PM-House Minimum Wage W1-KS
Description: THU-PM-House Minimum Wage W1-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]
[The "Raise the Wage Act" calls for gradual increases in the minimum wage up 
to 15-dollars an hour by 2026... even for tipped workers. Right now it sits at 
seven-dollars and 25-cents per hour ...and it has been that way since 2009.
[CutID: <Cuts> steph murph  orlando_ARC2593437577.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: steph murph  orlando
Description: steph murph  orlando
Out-cue: in the country]

Congresswoman Stephanie Murphy said this wage hike will provide a boost to 
the economy  It's likely the bill won't even see the floor in the Republican-led 
Senate.]
7/22



Mike Pompeo has just wrapped up his keynote speech at Veterans of Foreign 
Wars National Convention in Orlando. He's the first sitting Secretary of State to 
do so in fifty years.

[CutID: <Cuts> MON-MID-Pompeo Orlando -KS_ARC932461908.mp3
Time: 43s
Title: MON-MID-Pompeo Orlando -KS
Description: MON-MID-Pompeo Orlando -KS
Out-cue: WDBO]
[At the Orange County convention center... Pompeo spoke to veterans and 
assured that President Trump is fearless when it comes to diplomacy.
[CutID: <Cuts> pompeo 4_Clip_8_ARC655323899.mp3
Time: 3s
Title: Clip_6
Description: pompeo 4
Out-cue: bad guys don't win]
He also said the administration maintaining pressure on the north Korean regime 
while keeping an outstretched hand for negotiations,
[CutID: <Cuts> pompeo rodman_ARC2706108275.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: Clip_7
Description: pompeo rodman
Out-cue: (laugh fade)]
Earlier, he announced the U-S is imposing sanctions on a Chinese oil trader for 
violating 
Ford faces a billion dollar lawsuit over fuel economy.

[CutID: <Cox Network Audio> Alisa Zee-Ford Suit 1_ARC3625276785.mp3
Time: 14s
Title: Rddazfordsuit_1
Description: Alisa Zee-Ford Suit 1
Out-cue: Ranger]
Reporter Alisa Zee says plaintiffs allege Ford's inflated fuel economy standards.
The automaker's launched an internal investigation into whether its fuel economy 
is worse than stated.  restrictions on Iran's oil industry. The U.S. sanctions are 
part of the Trump administration's effort to increase pressure on Iran by starving 
its economy. 
]
7/26

Economy update - It slows to two percent growth in the second quarter despite 
increased consumer spending.  Analysts warn the economy may continue to let 
up on the gas the rest of the year.



7/31

Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell says the decision to cut interest rates is 
designed to keep the economy on track.
[CutID: <MetroSource>Interest0731Powell1_1_ARC2771301779.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: 
Out-cue: a quarter percent]
Powell also noted that muted inflation poses downside risks going forward.  
He said policymakers will continue to maintain growth in the U.S. economy.  
It's the first rate cut in a decade since the financial crisis.

8/1

UNIVERSAL ORLANDO ANNOUNCES ITS FOURTH THEME PARK AND ACCORDING 
TO THE COMPANY, IT’S GOING TO BE “EPIC”. 
 
 
 [CutID: <Email Audio> Epic is bigger than a world_ARC4193435266.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: Epic is bigger than a world
Out-cue: ]
NEWS 96.5 WDBO'S VERY OWN KATRINA SCALES WAS ALSO THERE FOR THE ANNOUNCEMENT...SHE 
JOINS US LIVE FROM THE ORANGE COUNTY CONVENTION CENTER...
[After weeks of rumors...it’s official.  Epic universe will sit on a 750 acre site 
just south of Sand Lake Road and east of Universal Boulevard.  The new park 
was announced this morning with Park CEO Tom Williams, Concast chairman 
Brian Roberts.  "Gov Ron DeSantis and orange county mayor jerry Demmings 
were even there." 
 [CutID: <Email Audio> Demings Excited_ARC4278442091.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: Demings Excited
Out-cue: ]
 They praised universals economic contribution to the state and local economy.  
No hints as to the theme or characters yet...  but we’re told to look out for 
those announcements throughout the year]
8/2
One-hundred-64-thousand jobs were added to the economy in July.  Today's 
numbers are better than some economists' forecasts The unemployment rate 
saw no change at three-point-seven percent.
The Trump Administration is cheering the latest jobs numbers.  

White House spokesman Hogan Gidley 



[CutID: <MetroSource>rddHogan-Gidley-Jobs_1_ARC998108831.mp3
Time: 14s
Title: 
Out-cue: fill them]

The Labor Department says the economy added 164-thousand jobs in July.  
...and the unemployment rate remained at three point seven percent.  With the 
president's latest tariff announcement....Wall Street is reacting to the possibility 
of a trade war with China 
The Dow fell over 300 points...but has rebounded this hour

8/5/
Following up on Universal's announcement of a new theme park last week, an 
economic study from the university of central Florida shows Universal Orlando 
has had a $73 BILLION impact to Florida's economy since it opened in 1990

[CutID: <Cuts> Universal Economic impact_ARC3838747710.mp3
Time: 46s
Title: Universal Economic impact
Out-cue: ]
UCF Economics professor Dr Sean snaith conducted the research 
[CutID: <Cuts> Snaith 1_ARC2413540375.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: Snaith 1
Out-cue: ]
professor Snaith said there's the direct impact of taxes and revenue but indirectly 
[CutID: <Cuts> Snaith 2_ARC3836101697.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: Snaith 2
Out-cue: ]
and he says the future of Orlando is bright
[CutID: <Cuts> Snaith 3_ARC3030378154.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: Snaith 3
Out-cue: ]

8/8/19
Take note Chipole fans -The New Food Economy says it found the fiber bowls 
they use to dish food into are exposed to chemicals that can lead to cancer. The 
study says the bowls are treated with "PFAS," also called forever chemicals and 
they help the bowls hold hot, wet, and greasy food. But the EPA says those 



compounds do not break down in the human body, and the chemicals also seep 
into the soil as the bowls break down, leading to toxic compost.

8/13
Reaction now to the Trump administrations decision....to make it harder for immigrants 
who receive Medicaid...food stamps or government assistance - to get a green card.  
Reporter Mona Kosar Abdi:
[CutID: <Cuts> Immigration follow 1 _ARC1532057946.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Immigration follow 1 
Description: <p>The Trump administration is moving forward with a rule that could 
drastically curb legal immigration. Experts say it could also have a devastating impact on 
the country's overall economy. ABC's Mona Kosar Abdi reports.</p>
Out-cue: to sue]
Some economists say the "public charge" rule would be devastating to the economy.

8/15
President Trump took to twitter to blame the Federal Reserve as rates tumbled and defended his 
administration's trade war with China.  
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Trump-Describes Winning 
Economy_ARC3988933875.mp3
Time: 28s
Title: ABCNC_Trump-Describes Winning Economy
Description: <p>President Trump took to twitter to blame the Federal Reserve as rates tumbled 
and defended his administration's trade war with China. ABC News' Rachel Scott has more.</p>
Out-cue: Berkeley Heights, New Jersey]

Reporter Rachael Scott
8/15

WITH ALL OF THE TALK ABOUT A POSSIBLE RECESSION COMING WE'RE GOING 
IN DEPTH WITH ONE OF OUR EXPERTS...

[CutID: <Cuts> THU-MID-WDBO Expert on Recession-W1_ARC885533078.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: THU-MID-WDBO Expert on Recession-W1
Description: THU-MID-WDBO Expert on Recession-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]

[MIKE LESTER IS PRESIDENT OF TALON WEALTH MANAGEMENT AND HOST OF 
"GUARDING YOUR NEST EGG."  HE SAYS ALL OF THE TALK IS BECAUSE OF A 
YIELD CURVE INVERSION...

[CutID: <Cuts> Lester-Yield Curve Invasion_ARC3605294802.mp3
Time: 12s



Title: Lester-Yield Curve Invasion
Description: Lester-Yield Curve Invasion
Out-cue: ]

LESTER SAYS YOU SHOULD ALSO PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO JOBS NUMBERS, 
HOUSING REPORTS AND CONSUMER CONFIDENCE...WHICH AT THIS POINT 
STILL INDICATE THE ECONOMY IS STRONG.]

8/16
After a roller coaster of a week...we are closely watching Wall Street this 
morning to see how stocks will open....

A GROWING NUMBER OF ECONOMISTS ARE SOUNDING THE ALARM ABOUT A 
RECESSION  

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-MID-Snaith on Recession Fears-W1_ARC1663759952.mp3
Time: 36s
Title: FRI-MID-Snaith on Recession Fears-W1
Description: FRI-MID-Snaith on Recession Fears-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]
[CutID: <Cuts> Snaith-Recession-1_ARC2031093158.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: Snaith-Recession-1
Description: Snaith-Recession-1
Out-cue: ]
SEAN SNAITH IS DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC FORECASTING 
AT UCF...HE SAYS ALL THE TALK THIS WEEK OF AN INVERTED YIELD CURVE 
SIGNALING A RECESSION MAY BE PREMATURE... 
[CutID: <Cuts> Snaith-Recession-2_ARC1443541058.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Snaith-Recession-2
Description: Snaith-Recession-2
Out-cue: ]
SNAITH SAYS MAIN STREET IS A BETTER BAROMETER FOR THE STRENGTH OF 
THE ECONOMY THAN WALL STREET...AND US BUSINESSES ARE DOING WELL.]  

THE LATEST STATEWIDE JOBS NUMBERS ARE IN...

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-MID-July Unemployment Report-W1_ARC1145047392.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: FRI-MID-July Unemployment Report-W1
Description: FRI-MID-July Unemployment Report-W1



Out-cue: WDBO."]

[[CutID: <Cuts> Lawson-1_Clip_12_ARC3620350616.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: Lawson-1
Description: Lawson-1_Clip_12
Out-cue: ]
THAT'S KEN LAWSON WITH THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC 
OPPORTUNITY...HE SAYS FLORIDA'S ECONOMY IS HUMMING...
[CutID: <Cuts> Lawson-2_Clip_13_ARC2181032117.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Lawson-2
Description: Lawson-2_Clip_13
Out-cue: ]
HERE IN ORLANDO, OUR UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IS 3-POINT 2-
PERCENT...THREE TENTHS OF A PERCENT BETTER THAN A YEAR AGO.]
8/16

THE LATEST STATEWIDE JOBS NUMBERS ARE IN...

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-MID-July Unemployment Report-W1_ARC1145047392.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: FRI-MID-July Unemployment Report-W1
Description: FRI-MID-July Unemployment Report-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]

[[CutID: <Cuts> Lawson-1_Clip_12_ARC3620350616.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: Lawson-1
Description: Lawson-1_Clip_12
Out-cue: ]
THAT'S KEN LAWSON WITH THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC 
OPPORTUNITY...HE SAYS FLORIDA'S ECONOMY IS HUMMING...
[CutID: <Cuts> Lawson-2_Clip_13_ARC2181032117.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Lawson-2
Description: Lawson-2_Clip_13
Out-cue: ]



HERE IN ORLANDO, OUR UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IS 3-POINT 2-
PERCENT...THREE 8/19TENTHS OF A PERCENT BETTER THAN A YEAR AGO.]
8/19
VP Mike Pence supports President Trump's claim that Democrats want a 
recession to defeat him next year.

Our Washington watchdog Jaime Dupree has the story.

[CutID: <Cuts> jaime dupree economy two_ARC2249744765.mp3
Time: 19s
Title: jaime dupree economy two
Description: jaime dupree economy two
Out-cue: democrats want a recession]
You can read more on his blog after clicking the Jaime Dupree button in the 
News 96.5 WDBO app.
8/21
ECONOMY UPDATE - 
PRESIDENT TRUMP INSISTS THE TRADE WAR WITH CHINA IS WORTH IT EVEN 
IF THE U-S ECONOMY SUFFERS.  
[CutID: <Cox Network Audio> Prez Trump-China Trade War 
3_ARC2046466213.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: ABCNC_Trump-China Trade War Worth It_1
Description: President Trump told reporters at the White House today/Tuesday 
he would rather see a short term recession than give in to China's demands. 
ABC's Senior White House Correspondent Cecilia Vega has the details:
Out-cue: China on]
AND HE SAYS HE *IS* CONSIDERING A PAYROLL TAX CUT DESPITE EARLIER 
DENIALS BY THE WHITE HOUSE.    THE PRESIDENT TWEETS TODAY THE 
MEDIA IS TRYING TO CREATE A RECESSION, WHICH HE DOESN'T BELIEVE 
WE'RE HEADING INTO.

[CHECK WALL STREET]

8/22Updating our breaking news from this morning......Vermont senator and 
presidential candidate Bernie sanders is floating his plan to address climate 
change.  The self proclaimed socialist wants to spend 16.3 TRILLION dollars to 
switch the U.S. to 100-percent renewable power and transportation systems by 
2030..."de-carbonizing" the entire U.S. economy by 2050.
9/6
Only 130-thousand new jobs were added to the U.S. economy last month.  
That's down from July's lukewarm total of 159-thousand jobs.  Federal Reserve 
Chair Jerome Powell is tamping down any talk of a recession.  
[CutID: <MetroSource>rdd2PowellRecession_1_ARC4144472275.mp3



Time: 10s
Title: 
Out-cue: a recession]

During a conference in Switzerland, Powell said the Fed expects continued 
moderate growth in coming months. 
9/9
[If you are looking to buy some real estate...listen to this]
A new study by Wallet Hub ranks the best and worst markets in the U-S....
[CutID: <Cuts> DA 1_ARC3336271898.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: ABCNC_Best Real Estate Markets
Description: <p>When it comes to real estate...some markets are better than others. ABC's Daria 
Albinger checks out a list of the best.</p>
Out-cue: ABC News]
Analyst Jill Gonzales says the Dallas area continues to get high marks for its economy...year after 
year....
[CutID: <Cuts> DA 2_ARC3902255849.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: DA 2
Description: DA 2
Out-cue: very important
Player: 2]
On top of that...she also says housing prices are reasonable...

9/11
It looks like there is some good news ahead for contractors in California who 
work for companies like Uber and Lyft. It's called Assembly Bill 5 and would 
require companies to treat workers in the "gig economy" as employees. This bill 
is expected to help with minimum wage pay, paid sick days, and health 
insurance benefits.

9/13

 
President Donald Trump spent Thursday night with a crowd of House Republicans in Baltimore. 
However, once the speech was over, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy tuned in to watch 
the Democratic Presidential debate and said what he saw of the three hour debate he noted one 
topic was obviously untouched: the economy. McCarthy has his theory as to why...
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Vote 2020-Debate-Didn't Mention 
Economy_1_ARC300987126.mp3
Time: 4s
Title: ABCNC_Vote 2020-Debate-Didn't Mention Economy_1
Description: <p>President Donald Trump spent Thursday night with a crowd of House 
Republicans in Baltimore. He spoke to the gathering at the Harbor East hotel for over an hour - 
which gave the House Republicans in attendance little time to watch the debate. However, once 
the speech was over, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy tuned in and said what he saw of 



the three hour debate he noted one topic was obviously untouched: the economy. McCarthy has 
his theory as to why:</p>
Out-cue: mention it]
President Trump spoke to the gathering at the Harbor East hotel in Baltimore.

9/20

Senators Marco Rubio and Rick Scott want to make it easier for Canadians to 
stay in the U.S. longer.  They announced proposed legislation yesterday called 
the "Canadian Snowbird Act."    It would let Canadians over 50-years old spend 
eight months to a year in the U.S. if they rent or own homes here.   That would 
be two months longer than they are currently allowed to stay.  The Senators 
think longer visits would help Florida's economy.

A new bill that would allow Canadian's to stay in the U-S a little longer each year 
is being pushed by Florida's two senators...

[CutID: <Cuts> MON-MID-FL CA Bill-V-RC_ARC2481240155.mp3
Time: 27s
Title: MON-MID-FL CA Bill-V-RC
Out-cue: ]
[Canadian snowbird's pump about six point five billion dollars each year into 
Florida's economy.Now...Florida Senators Marco Rubio and Rick Scott are co-
sponsoring the CANADIAN SNOWBIRDS ACT. It adds two extra months to the 
already six months our  northern neighbors are allowed to spend in the country.  
The two senator's hope extra time will equal extra money coming into the state.
The bill also has the support of the Canadian Snowbird Association...yes that's a 
think...]

 

 



ISSUE:
Education



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Volunteers and Funding Needed to Support Literacy 
Program 

Organization: Adult Literacy League

Guest(s): Gina Berko Solomon, Executive Director

Contact: 407-422-1540; www.adultliteracyleague.org

Date: 7/14/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Gina Berko Solomon explained the mission of the Adult 

Literacy League (ALL) and asked the public to help the 

organization through the financial difficulties it is now facing.  

ALL volunteers help individuals 18 and older to increase their 

literacy through one-on-one tutoring and literacy classes. 

There is also a family literacy program.  

Solomon went on to explain how some of the grant programs 

that fund this literacy effort have been cut and therefore, are 

impacting ALL’s programs.  In response, she asked listeners 

to visit the ALL $60,000 in 60 Days gofundme page. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.adultliteracyleague.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=LcvSpQoV9yVoGtkjXPP2w6oZ711sF9YSbnAYMAYO3cc&m=EyyNqGObWdzdYAiiJYt43AwsLxx59haOC-sixkVOCTs&s=-twobpyI4TB9vP6g4AFAcZ0GLpTDD5W27TvqtniM5ag&e=


Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Financial Education Programs
Organization: Junior Achievement of Central Florida

Guest(s): Kathy Panter, President

Contact:
Date: 7/28/19

Duration: 25:00

Issues:
 

Panter explained how Junior Achievement serves 30,000 to 

40,000 students in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola counties. 

Volunteers go into the classroom to teach students about 

financial responsibility and entrepreneurship. Volunteers are 

always needed. 



Time: WDBO:

12:25 

a.m.

Segment Topic: 10th Annual Back to School Expo 
Organization: Florida Department of Health, Seminole County

Guest(s): Maureen Denizard, Assistant Director of Nursing

Contact: (407) 665-3700; seminole.floridahealth.gov

Date: 7/28/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Denizard invited listeners to the 10th Annual Back to School 

Expo on Saturday, August 3rd at the Seminole Town Center 

Mall. The Department of Health will provide school 

immunizations at the Expo as well as provide information on 

nutrition, breastfeeding, dental care, and chronic disease 

prevention. 



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Salvation Army Collects School Supplies
Organization: The Salvation Army Orlando

Guest(s): Captain Ken Chapman 

Contact: 407-423-8581;

Date: 7/28/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues:
 

Captain Chapman described the mission of the Salvation 

Army and invited listeners to help with Stuff the Bus on 

August 3rd.  There are many ways that listeners can help with 

the organization’s mission, he said, including donating 

school supplies at the Stuff the Bus event.  The supplies will 

be distributed to children in need. 



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Back-to-School Supply Drive 
Organization: A Gift for Teaching

Guest(s): Marisa Worley, Director of Development 

Cristina Lehman from Addition Financial

Contact: clehman@additionfi.com

Date: 8/4/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues:
 
A Gift for Teaching is Central Florida’s primary provider of 

free school supplies to teachers in Orange and Osceola 

counties. The teachers will pass these supplies on to 

students in need. Worley and Lehman encouraged listeners 

to help the effort by donating supplies during the annual 

Back-to-School Supply Drive. The goal is to help more than 

200,000 students return to school with all the supplies they 

need to succeed. 



3rd Quarter 2019 
7/1/19
Many new Florida laws go into effect today..including some that impact 
education....

[CutID: <Cuts> MON-MID-New Education Laws-W1-RC_ARC2042382578.mp3
Time: 41s
Title: MON-MID-New Education Laws-W1-RC
Out-cue: ]
 
TAG: For a complete list of laws that take effect TODAY... tap the News button 
in the News 96.5 WDBO app

[Florida's Bright Futures Scholarship provides partial or full tuition to Florida 
public universities for students with high SAT scores.  But...starting today...it 
going to be harder for students to snag one as qualifying SAT scores have gone 
up between 30 and 40 points.  At the same time...another law is easing 
requirements for teachers to get certified.  Our listeners are commenting on the 
irony...
[CutID: <Cuts> Bright Futures sot_ARC2379430890.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Bright Futures sot
Out-cue: ]
There is also a new law that addresses bullying in public schools.  It provides a 
voucher for bullied students to pay for a private school tuition.]

A congressional delegation is set to inspect the Homestead migrant detention facility in South 
Florida today
[CutID: <Cuts> Tue Wilsonr-FL-We're Worried_1_ARC333400889.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: Tue Wilsonr-FL-We're Worried_1
Out-cue: here]Miami area Congresswoman Frederica Wilson will lead the group. 
She's looking to see if the children's educational, medical, mental health needs are being met:

[OEN ORLANDO FIREWORKS INJURIES]

THIS YEAR FEWER PEOPLE ENDED UP IN ORLANDO HOSPITALS FROM 
FIREWORKS INJURIES.  FOUR PEOPLE WERE BROUGHT INTO THE ORLANDO 
HEALTH TRAUMA DEPARTMENT SINCE THE 4TH OF JULY.  THAT'S DOWN FROM 
15 IN 2018.
THE MAJORITY OF INJURIES WERE TO PEOPLE'S HANDS AND FINGERS.
DOCTORS AT ORLANDO HEALTH BELIEVE PUSHING FIREWORK SAFETY 
EDUCATION COUPLED WITH THE RAINY WEATHER PLAYED A ROLE IN THE 
DECREASE. 

Six people, including Puerto Rico's former education secretary, were arrested in a 
sweeping corruption probe that alleges that they gave federal funds to politically 



connected contractors. The FBI arrested the former education secretary, former 
Health Insurance Administration head along with two businessmen and two 
contractors on fraud and related charges.

The University of Texas-Austin announces it will step up and help out low-income 
students who would like to further their education will free tuition. They plan to 
offer full-tuition scholarships to in-state undergraduates whose families make 
$65,000 or less per year. 

The Florida Department of Education released the 2018-19 school and district 
grades Thursday, showing a rise in schools earning A or B and a decrease in 
schools earning an F rating. Stats show the number of schools that earned a D or 
F ranking has decreased by 70 percent since 2015. Orange and Seminole county 
schools earned an A rating while Osceola's earned a B.

The state's board of education will decide next week whether to require bus 
drivers and attendents to learn C-P-R.  The American heart Association says the 
more people that are trained, the better.
[CutID: <Cuts> Oriana Cardin American Heart Association_ARC2848354065.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: Oriana Cardin American Heart Association
Description: Oriana Cardin American Heart Association
Out-cue: ]
The request was made after a student from polk County passed away.  If 
approved, Districts would have until November of next year to get current 
employees trained.

All new today -
MORGAN AND MORGAN IS SUING THE STATE OF FLORIDA OVER TEACHERS 
BONUSES...
[CutID: <Cuts> TUE-MID-Teacher Bonus Lawsuit-W1_ARC2459966936.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: TUE-MID-Teacher Bonus Lawsuit-W1
Description: TUE-MID-Teacher Bonus Lawsuit-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]
[ATTORNEY RYAN MORGAN...FILING A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT AGAINST THE 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.  THE CASE STEMMING FROM A UNION 
PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER WHO CLAIMS HE WAS SHORTED BY THE 
STATE ON TWO BONUSES...
[CutID: <Cuts> Morgan-Two Bonuses_ARC3603989875.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Morgan-Two Bonuses
Description: Morgan-Two Bonuses
Out-cue: ]



FOR NOW, CHRIS IS THE FIRST PLAINTIFF...MORGAN SAYS HE EXPECTS 
THOUSANDS OF TEACHERS TO JOIN THE SUIT.] 
Mental and emotional health education will be part of the curriculum in every 
middle and high school in Florida.  
[CutID: <Cuts> WED-PM-Mental Health Education-KS_ARC13626425.mp3
Time: 25s
Title: WED-PM-Mental Health Education-KS
Description: WED-PM-Mental Health Education-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]
[The classes are part of a new rule approved by the Florida Department of 
Education.   
Under the plan, students in grades six through 12 will receive five hours.
That includes recognizing signs and symptoms of mental health disorders, how 
to get help, suicide prevention and substance abuse education.  
Districts have until December to submit plans for implementing the program.]

THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION WILL OFFER A BONUS TO TOP-
RATED TEACHERS WHO WORK IN "D" AND "F" SCHOOLS, UP TO FIFTEEN 
THOUSAND DOLLARS EACH.

[CutID: <Cuts> OCPS VOICER BFH_ARC3689936952.mp3
Time: 25s
Title: OCPS VOICER BFH
Description: OCPS VOICER BFH
Out-cue: ]
[FLORIDA TEACHERS WITH "PROVEN RECORD OF SUCCESS" WILL BE GIVEN A 
CUT OF A NEARLY SIXTEEN MILLION DOLLAR FEDERAL GRANT. THE 
DEPARTMENT RECEIVE THIS MONEY ANNUALLY TO HELP FIND WAYS TO 
BOOST ACHIEVEMENT IN FLORIDA'S LOWEST PERFORMING 
SCHOOLS.TEACHERS WILL NEED TO BE RATED "HIGHLY EFFECTIVE" OR JUST 
"EFFECTIVE" BASED ON THREE YEARS OF VAM, THE STATE'S EVALUATION 
MODEL.  IN CENTRAL FLORIDA ONLY ONE SCHOOL IS "F" RATED, WHILE 
TWELVE ARE "D" RATED.]
Vaping among teens in on the rise here in Florida, and attorney General Ashley 
Moody wants to know why.

During a roundtable discussion at Hagerty High in Oviedo, she was told by local 
leaders that there needs to be more education about the risks.

[CutID: <Cuts> Ashley Moody FL attorney general_ARC3261427200.mp3
Time: 14s
Title: Ashley Moody FL attorney general
Description: Ashley Moody FL attorney general
Out-cue: ]



Seminole County school leaders say at least 29 percent of students admitted that 
they vape.
FLORIDA STUDENTS IN GRADE SIX THROUGH 12 ARE NOW REQUIRED TO 
LEARN ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH...

[CutID: <Email Audio> MENTAL_ARC3216116903.mp3
Time: 21s
Title: MENTAL
Out-cue: ]

[THE MANDATE PASSED UNANIMOUSLY BY THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
THIS WEEK WILL REUIRED STUDENTS TO TAKE A T LEAST5 HOURS OF 
MENTAL HEALTH INSTRUCTION.  THE IDEA IS TO HELP STUDENTS DETECT 
THE SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF MENTAL ILLNESS SO THEY CAN HELP THEIR 
PEERS. School districts will be able to choose the types of courses that will be 
taught. It is not clear when the courses will be implemented
SV NEWS 965 WDBO ]

UCF Athletics has just received its largest donation in school history.  $13 million-
dollars will go into an endowment to fund athletic scholarships.

[CutID: <Cuts> OEN UCF Major Donation-KS_ARC2671411293.mp3
Time: 25s
Title: OEN UCF Major Donation-KS
Description: OEN UCF Major Donation-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]
[Gary and Barbara Bryant of Lake Mary presented the gift commitment to the 
school last month.UCF director of athletics Danny White thanked the family in a 
statement.
Gary Bryant told the Orlando Sentinel they made this commitment to enable 
student-athletes to get an education and compete in the sport they love at their 
hometown university.  This year, UCF has raised nearly double the commitments 
from a year ago.] 

There's a rise in cyberbullying nationwide, with three times as many girls 
reporting being harassed online or by text message than boys. That comes from 
the latest survey data released this month by the National Center for Education 
Statistics. It shows an uptick in online abuse.

Another way to cheat -



The Department of Education Inspector General is asking for new rules to close a loophole that 
allows some wealthy families to get state, federal, and university funding meant for needy 
students. Reporter Linsey Davis explains:

[CutID: <Cuts> ABCNC_College Cheating-Transferring Guardianship_ARC1613006904.mp3
Time: 24s
Title: ABCNC_College Cheating-Transferring Guardianship
Description: <p>The Department of Education Inspector General is asking for new rules to close 
a loophole that allows some wealthy families to get state, federal, and university funding meant 
for needy students. ABC's Linsey Davis explained on our Start Here podcast - how some families 
make their children appear poorer to schools.</p>
Out-cue: afforded]

8/2

Dating apps like Tinder and Bumble have changed the way millions of people 
meet each other, but a new study says it could be turning into a horrible habit --

[CutID: <Cuts> DatingAppHabit_LL_ARC977901073.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: DatingAppHabit_LL
Out-cue: SOC]
---------------------------------------------------
According to new research, some people become so addicted to the apps that it 
gets in the way of their job, education, or offline friends. A study conducted at 
Ohio State University has identified two traits often found in individuals wrestling 
with especially bad dating app addictions: loneliness and social anxiety.
“It’s not just that they’re using their phone a lot,” explains lead author Kathryn 
Coduto in a release. “We had participants who said they were missing school or 
work, or getting in trouble in classes or at work because they kept checking the 
dating apps on their phones.”
July was another good month for job creation

[CutID: <Cuts> w jobs report drw_ARC3543925306.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: w jobs report drw
Description: w jobs report drw
Out-cue: ]
Vice President Pence in Atlanta..touting the latest numbers....164-thousand new 
jobs ...an unemployment rate steady at three point seven percent
[CutID: <Cuts> rddPence-American-low jobless rate_ARC2821540317.mp3
Time: 4s
Title: rddPence-American-low jobless rate
Out-cue: ]



Where are the jobs......The U-S Labor Department reporting hottest gains in 
health care and education sector....followed by computer systems 
design...management and technical consulting services.Suffering big job 
losses...the information category that includes telecommunications

8/5 
A week before school starts...and safety is on everybody's mind
[CutID: <Cuts> v guardians drw _ARC4239164162.mp3
Time: 23s
Title: v guardians drw 
Description: v guardians drw
Out-cue: ]
There won't be any armed guardians at district run schools in Seminole or 
Osceola Counties  because they will have deputies or police on campus in orange 
County...all public schools will be using school resource officers while some 
charter schools are expressing interest in the guardian program The state 
education department  says 34 counties are participating in the guardian 
program

Later this morning--Orange County Public schools will celebrate winning a 
national award for music.
[CutID: <Cuts> WED-AM-OCPS Music Award-KS_ARC2636628627.mp3
Time: 26s
Title: WED-AM-OCPS Music Award-KS
Description: WED-AM-OCPS Music Award-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]
[It's happening at Edgewater High School and Orlando mayor Buddy Dyer is 
scheduled to be there to congratulate teachers. The prestigious "Best 
Communities for Music Education" award is given to districts that show 
outstanding efforts to provide music access.Orange County Public schools offers 
music education to 100-percent of its students. That's about 216-thousand this 
school year. ]

The Florida Lottery is introducing four new scratch-off games this week.  

The tickets cost between one and five-bucks and offer top prizes ranging from 
three-thousand to a half-million dollars. Lottery officials say seven-in-ten lottery 
tickets sold in Florida are scratch-offs. Money from scratch-offs generated more 
than 870-million dollars for the state's education trust fund in fiscal year 2017.

A new school is now included in the Disney program that offers free tuition for 
cast members. University of Arizona will now join the Disney Aspire education 
investment program.  U-C-F and Valencia College are already partners.



8/14
We will get an update today on how Florida schools are meeting new safety 
requirements.....

[CutID: <Email Audio> school safety survey_ARC2543562761.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: school safety survey
Out-cue: ]
[THEDATA RELEASE COMING 2 MONTHS AFTER INITIAL  SURVEY RESULTS 
FROM THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SHOWED NEARLY 2 HUNDRED 
SCHOOLS ACROSS THE STATE DID NOT HAVE AN ARMEND SECURITY OFFICER 
ON CAMPUS AS REQUIRED BY STATE LAW......THE HITCH..THOSE RESULTS 
WERE ANONYMOUS.  NO WORD YET ON IF THIS AFTERNOONS DATA WILL 
ALSO INCLUDE THE NAMES OF NON-COMPLYING SCHOOLS. IM SV BE SURE TO 
TUNE INTO ORLANDOS EVENING NEWS WITH TONY MARINO FOR THE LATEST 
UPDATE. ]

A former Rockledge high school teacher is out of a job after making claims about 
spirits and displaying inappropriate behavior...

[CutID: <Cuts> SpiritTeacher_81919_ARC4048004997.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: SpiritTeacher_81919
Out-cue: SOC]
--------------------------------------------------------

The Florida Department of Education says Edward Tardifa told his students 
demonic energy came from the bathroom, that a student was his "spirit 
daughter" and he was another student's "spirit husband." The 46-year-old  was 
also accused of holding meditation in his criminal justice classroom as well as 
trying to smoke with a student and contacting students on social media at 
inappropriate times. Tardifa says the district did not welcome him back to the 
classroom and he has not been a teacher since. Tardifa also claims the the 
investigative findings are false and that his remarks were off-key.
**********
President Trump is eliminating student loan debt for veterans who are 
completely and permanently disabled.
[CutID: <MetroSource>Vets0821Trump1_1_ARC158684190.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: 
Out-cue: of student debt]
Speaking to veterans in Kentucky, Trump says he signed a memorandum 
directing the Department of Education to eliminate all debt owed to those who 



served.   The administration says only half of the roughly 50-thousand disabled 
veterans who are qualified have received the benefit because of a tedious 
application process.

A new group is formed.... with the sole focus being ....to warn young people 
about socialism --

[CutID: <Cuts> YoungPeopleAgainstSociallism_82619_ARC3899957139.mp3
Time: 43s
Title: YoungPeopleAgainstSociallism_82619
Out-cue: WDBO app.]
-------------------------------------------------------------
According to a recent Gallup poll, 58% of Americans ages 18 to 34 think 
socialism is good for the country, however, Morgan Zegers is setting out to 
change their minds.
She recently founded a nonprofit organization called Young Americans Against 
Socialism, with the goal of using social media to expose the “failures of 
socialism” and make capitalism "cool again."
[CutID: <Cuts> YAAS_ARC2742750445.mp3
Time: 9s
Title: YAAS
Out-cue: ]
Zegers doesn't feel there is any difference between “socialism” and “democratic 
socialism," and says the education system is failing to inform young people on 
the effects of real socialism. I'm Laurel Lee and you can see more of her video 
now in the news965 wdbo app.

If you are a parent with young kids...here's a story you may  find interesting when it comes to 
preschool and early education....Reporter
Dave Schriber:
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Early Education Lifelong Benefits_ARC3082666124.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: ABCNC_Early Education Lifelong Benefits
Description: <p>Starting your child's education early can have a life-long impact on their learning. 
ABC's Dave Schreiber explains.</p>
Out-cue: over time]
Schriber says the study shows this is especially true in low income communities.

8/27
n Osceola County there’s a growing effort to help students from Puerto Rico and 
countries in Latin America to adjust to the school system here in Central Florida. 
Congressman Darren Soto hosted a Townhall in education last night.
--------------------------------------------------------------
Lawmakers and school leaders are looking for better ways to help students and 
their family.



[CutID: <Channel Nine WFTV> Latin Students in Osceola County SOT 
3_ARC675762740.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: Latin Students in Osceola County SOT 3
Description: Rep Darren Soto
Out-cue: ...in Osceola County]

Some of the other issues that came up last night include funding and school 
safety. Congressman Soto and the other school leaders promised to keep 
working on all of those issues.

SeaWorld Orlando is continuing its show of support for teachers. Since 1988... 
the theme park has offered educators free admission, and the tradition is 
continuing for at least the next 12 months.   The deal is not available at the 
gate...so teachers have to call the Florida Department of Education for an I-D 
card.

8/28
President Trump has tweeted his frustration with the news that Puerto Rico was about to get hit 
with another powerful storm. He said 92 billion in funding had already been put toward relief 
efforts for the island. The President's tweet came into question as it was not allocated to just 
Puerto Rico but all regions along the Atlantic and Gulf Coast states affected by powerful storms in 
the last two years. 
Marc Short, the Chief of Staff for Vice President Mike Pence, spoke to reporters outside the White 
House this morning and tried to clarify: 
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Trump-92 Billion Includes Puerto 
Rico_ARC138492262.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: ABCNC_Trump-92 Billion Includes Puerto Rico
Description: <p>President Trump has tweeted his frustration with the news that Puerto Rico was 
about to get hit with another powerful storm. He said 92 billion in funding had already been put 
toward relief efforts for the island. The President's tweet came into question as it was not 
allocated to just Puerto Rico but all regions along the Atlantic and Gulf Coast states affected by 
powerful storms in the last two years. Marc Short, the Chief of Staff for Vice President Mike 
Pence, spoke to reporters outside the White House this morning/Wednesday morning and tried to 
clarify: (TAG: Some of Puerto Rico's officials resigned this summer amidst a corruption scandal 
involving misuse of education and medical funds that were discovered through FBI arrests. The 
island, meanwhile, is trying to prepare for Tropical Storm Dorian's arrival. This all comes as the 
Trump administration looks to take millions in disaster relief funds for the border wall.)</p>
Out-cue: about that]

Some of Puerto Rico's officials resigned this summer amidst a corruption scandal involving 
misuse of education and medical funds that were discovered through FBI arrests. The island, 
meanwhile, is trying to prepare for Tropical Storm Dorian's arrival. This all comes as the Trump 
administration looks to take millions in disaster relief funds for the border wall.)
9/2
If you go to UCF or have a student at UCF...this udpate is for you. Students 
living in campus affiliated housing communities...That includes...Knights Circle, 



the Pointe at Central & NorthView... are not required to leave their buildings. The 
University says the Education Building will however be available to students in 
those communities who prefer to be in an on-campus ride-out location.

Earlier this evening, officials at the Bahamian Emergency Management Agency 
increased their confirmed hurricane Dorian death toll to 50 people.

The islands as a whole are trying to move forward after they were devastated by 
the category five storm last week.
Leaders in the Bahamas said they want children to get back to a normal routine.
[CutID: <MetroSource>BahamasSkuls1a_1_ARC691826938.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: 
Out-cue: ministry of education] 

Housing is also a priority there, thousands of people are living in a tent city set 
up by the government.

TONIGHT PEOPLE IN ORANGE COUNTY CAN SHARE THEIR IDEAS ABOUT 
IMPROVING TRANSPORTATION. COUNTY MAYOR JERRY DEMINGS AND 
DISTRICT THREE COMMISSIONER MAYRA URIBE ARE HOSTING A TOWN 
HALL MEETING.
*******
ONE OF THE TOPICS IS A PROPOSED ONE-CENT SALES TAX INCREASE, 
TO HELP TRANSFORM TRANSPORTATION.
THE MEETING IS AT 6:30 AT THE ORANGE COUNTY EXTENSION 
EDUCATION CENTER ON SOUTH CONWAY ROAD.



ISSUE:
Environment



Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Eastern Indigo Snakes Released in North Florida 
Organization: The Nature Conservancy 

Central Florida Zoo

Guest(s): David Printiss, North Florida Program Manager 

for the Nature Conservancy

Michelle Hoffman, Orianne Center for Indigo Conservation 

(OCIC) at Central FL Zoo

Contact: Tnc.org; centralfloridazoo.org

Date: 7//19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: The two guests described their organizations' roles in a 10 

year program to re-establish the indigo snake population in 

North Florida.  Basically, the eastern indigo snake is listed as 

a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act.   

Several agencies are working on increasing the population 

because as an apex species, the indigo snake impacts the 

success of other species.  So indigos are bred at the Orianne 

Center and released into the wild at two North Florida 

locations. 



Time: WDBO:

12:10 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Pollution Prevention Program
Organization: Orange County Environmental Protection Division

Guest(s): Lauren Russeau

Aimee  Krivan

Contact: P2@ocfl.net and www.ocfl.net/EPD.

Date: 7/21/19

Duration: 20:00

Issues: The two guests described Orange County’s Pollution 

Prevention (P2) Program, an effort to help businesses to 

adopt sustainable practices.  Through P2, businesses are 

advised about how they could reduce air emissions, reduce 

waste, reduce energy consumption, and reduce water 

consumption. The businesses are supported as they take 

incremental steps in establishing environmentally sound 

practices.

mailto:P2@ocfl.net
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.ocfl.net_EPD&d=DwMFAg&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=LcvSpQoV9yVoGtkjXPP2w6oZ711sF9YSbnAYMAYO3cc&m=f3Rn30-KyUYp1zgONtIrO6lN6Raez9peauXcfirsRq4&s=-8uX1fWKwPjicacszdhFJon-myShau4ek--srKgvfr8&e=


Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Study: Invasive Plant Species
Organization: The Nature Conservancy

Guest(s): Drew Hiatt, Research Scientist at the University of Florida 

Kristina Serbesoff-King,  Director of Science and Planning 

for the Florida Chapter of the Nature Conservancy 

Contact:
Date: 8/11/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: The two guests explained what they learned from the study 

they conducted on controlling invasive plant species in 

Florida. Hiatt discussed the results of the study, which 

identified the amount of money municipalities spent on 

control efforts as well as the resulting outcomes. Serbesoff 

King explained what an invasive plant species is and 

described some of the more common Florida invasives.



Time: WDBO:

6:15 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Animal Baby Shower 
Organization: T.E.A.R.S. of Seminole County

Together Every Animal Receives Support

Guest(s): Kris Buchanan, President and founder

Contact: (407) 314-1052; Tearsofseminolecounty.org

Date: 9/8/19

Duration:

Issues: Buchanan explained that T.E.A.R.S is a nonprofit founded 

to support abused, abandoned, and relinquished animals. 

Buchanan described that mission and invited listeners to a 

pet adoption event taking place that afternoon. 



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Hurricane Dorian and Climate Change
Organization: Rollins College

Guest(s): Dr. Mike Gunter, Professor and Director of International 

Affairs 

Contact:
Date: 9/22/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Dr. Gunter discussed the impact of climate change on Florida 

and proposed a plan for mitigation and adaptation. First, he 

spoke to how climate change is thought to increase the 

intensity of storms like hurricane Dorian. Next he described 

some of the responses to climate change by various Florida 

cities and counties then suggested continued efforts of 

mitigation and adaptation. 



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Valencia College’s Food Scrap Recycling Program and 
Sustainability Program

Organization: Valencia College – West Campus

Guest(s): Carrie Black, Sustainability Director

Contact: Valenciacollege.edu

Date: 9/30/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Black described Valencia College’s extensive sustainability 

program, including their new food scrap recycling program. 

The program, she said, included considerations for water 

conservation, energy conservation, and the like.  Various 

examples of the College’s goals are using LEED standards 

for new buildings, properly renovating older buildings, 

monitoring air conditioning so energy isn’t wasted at times 

when classes aren’t in session, and using low-flow toilets. 

The newest sustainability effort is to participate in the City of 

Orlando’s food scrap recycling program, through which 

cafeteria food scraps are converted into energy. 

 



ISSUE:
Health



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Back-to-School Free Immunization Event
Organization: Florida Department of Health in Orange County

Guest(s): Kent Donahue, Public Information Officer

Contact: 407-858-1400; orange.floridahealth.gov

Date: 6/29/19

Duration: 10:00

Issues: Donahue reminded listeners that children entering public 

schools are required to have their immunizations up-to-date.  

Therefore, the Florida Department of Health in Orange 

County is offering a free back-to-school immunization event 

from July 22 – August 4th. Children can receive the 

necessary immunizations from the Health Department during 

that time and parents will receive the completed DH680 

health forms that must be submitted to the schools. The 

event will be held at the West Oaks Mall each day from 8:00 

a.m. until 2:00 p.m. 

WHATss



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Foundation Encourages Children Participating in 
Sports

Organization: Orlando Orthopedic Center Foundation

Guest(s): Loran VanWormer, Foundation Coordinator 

Contact: 407-254-4066; Orlandoorthofoundation.org

Date: 7/7/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: VanWormer explained the purpose of the Orlando 

Orthopedic Center Foundation and invited listeners to 

participate in an upcoming event.  The Foundation connects 

young people to safe sports programs and helps fund their 

participation.  The event will expose attendees to various 

sports, so the young people can see what interests them. 



Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Suicide Prevention
Organization: NAMI Greater Orlando

Guest(s): Eric Welch, Executive Director

Contact: 407-253-1900; namigo.org

Date: 7/14/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: In view of recent studies showing an increase in the number 

of young people committing suicide, Welch spoke about the 

issue of suicide and explained how NAMI can offer support.  

He explained that NAMI works to educate the public on signs 

that suggest someone needs help, provides family to family 

support classes, and advocates on behalf of mental health 

issues.  



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: 2019 Free Back to School Physicals
Organization: Shepherd’s Hope, Inc.

Guest(s): Pam Gould, CEO

Contact: 407-876-6699; shepherdshope.org

Date: 7/21/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Shepherd’s Hope in partnership with the Nemour’s 

Children’s Health System, is offering free back-to-school 

physicals for uninsured children.   Gould said that this kind 

of physical is so important not only to the child’s health but 

also the child’s ability to do well in school.  So from July 24th 

until August 5th, children will be able to receive physicals 

and other medical services at the Shepherd’s Hope 

locations in Orange and Seminole Counties.



Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Short Heat Stroke
Organization: Department of Health in Orange County

Guest(s): Kent Donohue, Public Information Officer

Contact:
Date: 7/21/19

Duration: 10:00

Issues:
 

The Department of Health in Orange County is advising 

listeners to be cautious about heat stroke when working or 

playing outdoors for extended periods of time.  Donahue 

provided tips for staying cool and hydrated as well as 

informing about the signs of dehydration and heat stroke. 



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: 16th Annual Caribbean Health Summit 
Organization: The Center for Multicultural Wellness and Prevention Inc. 

(CMWP)

Guest(s): Keith Gooden, Development and Marketing Director 

Contact: (407) 648-9440; cmwp.org

Date: 8/11/19

Duration: 25:00

Issues:
  

Gooden invited listeners to the 16th Annual Caribbean Health 

Summit on September 7th. The event will feature free health 

screenings, educational health resources, and activities for 

the kids.  The theme of the event is Healthy Body, Mind and 

Spirit and health experts will be there to discuss disease 

prevention and management. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.cmwp.org&d=DwMFAg&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=LcvSpQoV9yVoGtkjXPP2w6oZ711sF9YSbnAYMAYO3cc&m=pJ_oETlSDEVGrn4lgONY2q2W5YTH4poAt5dahrb6WBI&s=3BS6-K5XfodbRI4tsm7B5NsOiLa2VORxLk4LxrBShfE&e=


Time: WDBO:

6:15 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Support for Bleeding Disorders Community
Organization: Hemophilia Foundation of Greater Florida

Guest(s): Fran Haynes, Executive Director 

Contact: 800-293-6527; www.hemophiliaflorida.org 

Date: 8/18/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Haynes described mission of the Hemophilia Foundation of 

Greater Florida (HFGF) and invited listeners to participate 

in the 23rd Annual Flight for Tomorrow Golf Tournament.  

She explained that HFGF provides health educational 

programs, financial emergency assistance, family support 

weekends, and the medically supervised Camp Spirit. Over 

the years, the golf tournament has raised over a million 

dollars to fund HFGF’s work, so golfers are encouraged to 

register now for the tournament taking place on October 

28th.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.hemophiliaflorida.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=LcvSpQoV9yVoGtkjXPP2w6oZ711sF9YSbnAYMAYO3cc&m=OWe51scDnIQZ2T6UGxXHV3mpUq_dJZFPWor9GrSYfD8&s=Z6cgLU2MRlIMzOcBcOoKiVhe4fzkKjsfCFM8LjO-CBM&e=


Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Creepy Crawl 5K and Vampire Mile
Organization: Hemophilia Foundation of Greater Florida

Guest(s): Leah Nash, Development Manager

Heather Fredericks, Team Hunter Miller what like 

Contact: 407-629-0000

Date: 9/15/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Nash described the work of the Hemophilia Foundation of 

Greater Florida (HFGF) and invited listeners to support the 

Creepy Crawl 5K and Vampire Mile.  HFGF provides support 

for individuals with bleeding disorders and their families to 

improve their quality of life.  The Creepy Crawl 5K and 

Vampire Mile is a fundraiser and awareness event at which 

participants wear Halloween costumes and enjoy some fun.  

Funds raised support HFGF efforts such as their medically-

supervised Camp Spirit. 



NEWS COPY 
Health 3rd Quarter 2019
8/25/19
Senator Bernie Sanders is doubling-down on his Medicare For All proposal as he 
runs for the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination.

[CutID: <MetroSource>SOUMedicareSanders1_1_ARC3533928180.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: 
Out-cue: other industrialized nation]

8/26
Appearing on CNN's State of the Union, the Vermont Senator dismissed criticism 
that he's backtracking on one of his top campaign promises.
On Oklahoma judge is expected to rule today (Monday) on whether one of the world's largest 
health products companies is to blame for the state's opioid addiction crisis. 
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_OK Opioids Lawsuit-Johnson And 
Johnson_1_ARC283499940.mp3
Time: 19s
Title: ABCNC_OK Opioids Lawsuit-Johnson And Johnson_1
Description: <p>On Oklahoma judge is expected to rule today (Monday) on whether one of the 
world's largest health products companies is to blame for the state's opioid addiction crisis. ABC's 
Aaron Katersky reports.</p>
Out-cue: single company]
Reporter Aaron Katersky says the bench trial is the first case of its kind to reach a 
verdict so it may impact other opioid lawsuits. 

8/26
[updating a story that drove people crazy on the open mikes...]

Last month we told you the federal government may be looking for a central 
Florida facility to house migrant children..

[CutID: <Cuts> migrant kids TM_ARC2679130071.mp3
Time: 25s
Title: migrant kids TM
Out-cue: ]

[The Department of Health and Human Services reportedly wants to lease a 
move-in-ready building that could accommodate up to 500 kids. The search 
includes pretty much all of central Florida, Seminole, Orange, Lake, Osceola, 
Sumter and Polk counties. A facility near the Walt Disney World area is also 
being considered but it likely wouldn't happen until late next year.SOC]



A son of an ex-NFL player is behind bars after being charged with murdering his 
parents.

[CutID: <Cuts> NFLsonkillsparents_82619_ARC1009145964.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: NFLsonkillsparents_82619
Out-cue: SOC]
------------------------------------------------------

Authorities made the arrest Saturday in Mexico in the shooting death of his 
parents.  Dylan John Bennett is accused of killing his parents Barry and Carole 
last Monday inside their Minnesota home.  Their bodies weren't discovered until 
Wednesday.
Dylan Bennett's car and a box for a 9 mm handgun were allegedly seen at his 
parent's home.  Barry Bennett, who played 11 seasons in the NFL, told 
authorities last December that his son had talked about killing his parents while 
at a mental health treatment center. Dylan will be charged with second-degree 
murder.

AN ILLINOIS TEENAGER HAS DIED FROM A RESPIRATORY ILLNESS THAT HEALTH 
OFFICIALS BELIEVE IS LINKED TO VAPING...ABC'S CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT 
DR. JENNIFER ASHTON...
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Vaping Death-Association Not Causation 
Yet_1_ARC2075989889.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: ABCNC_Vaping Death-Association Not Causation Yet_1
Description: <p>An Illinois teenager has died from a respiratory illness that health officials believe 
is linked to vaping. Now, the Director of the Illinois Department of Public Health tells ABC News 
they are working with the Centers for Disease Control - and other states - to identify specific 
products and chemicals used in vaping in hopes of giving definitive answers on how people can 
protect their health. ABC's Chief Medical Correspondent Dr. Jennifer Ashton explains where the 
investigation is right now:</p>
Out-cue: e-cigs]
THE DIRECTOR OF THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH TELLS ABC NEWS 
THEY ARE WORKING WITH THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL - AND OTHER 
STATES - TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS USED IN E-CIGARETTES 
IN HOPES OF GIVING DEFINITIVE ANSWERS ON HOW PEOPLE CAN PROTECT THEIR 
HEALTH. 

8/27/19
Maybe you've seen them?  People in red shirts waving signs reading "fair pay"?   
Thousands of AT&T workers are on strike throughout the Southeast...including 
here in Florida.  Communications Workers of America rep  Shane Bell says the 
workers won't back down.
[CutID: <MetroSource> NBCShaneBell0826_1_1_ARC2525921978.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: NBCShaneBell0826_1_1



Description: NBCShaneBell0826_1_1
Out-cue: as they need to]
More than 20-thousand walked off the job Friday after contract negotiations over 
health care and wages fell apart.  The union also objected to a new demand for 
employees to be on call 24 hours a day...seven days a week. 

8/27

Here’s a good reason to turn that frown upside down: a new study says 
optimistic people live longer.

[CutID: <Cuts> OptimistsLiveLonger_82719_ARC1082822862.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: OptimistsLiveLonger_82719
Out-cue: SOC]
---------------------------------------------------------------

15% longer than pessimists! At least so says a new study spanning thousands of 
people and 3 decades. Scientists combined data from two large, long-term 
studies to find the data. The scientists suggest an optimistic mindset may 
promote healthy behaviors like exercise and healthy diets and help individuals 
resist the temptation of unhealthy impulses like smoking and drinking. Optimists 
may also handle stress better than pessimists, choosing to pursue long-term 
goals rather than immediate rewards when faced with a challenging situation.

8/27
A mayor in Osceola County is promising to fight the feds to the end. Kissimmee 
Mayor Jose Alvarez spoke against plans to build a shelter for migrant children in 
Central Florida. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Alvarez says the shelter, proposed by Health and Human Services, is inhumane. 
Democratic State Rep. Anna Eskamani adds the situation on the southern border 
is a manufactured crisis.  

Here’s a good reason to turn that frown upside down: a new study says 
optimistic people live longer.

[CutID: <Cuts> OptimistsLiveLonger_82719_ARC1082822862.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: OptimistsLiveLonger_82719
Out-cue: SOC]
---------------------------------------------------------------



15% longer than pessimists! At least so says a new study spanning thousands of 
people and 3 decades. Scientists combined data from two large, long-term 
studies to find the data. The scientists suggest an optimistic mindset may 
promote healthy behaviors like exercise and healthy diets and help individuals 
resist the temptation of unhealthy impulses like smoking and drinking. Optimists 
may also handle stress better than pessimists, choosing to pursue long-term 
goals rather than immediate rewards when faced with a challenging situation.

People who move around through their day are less likely to die prematurely 
than those who just sit around...

[CutID: <MetroSource>azmovement_1_ARC363411898.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: 
Out-cue: SOQ]

8/29/19
 A new study says, nothing benefits childrens' mental health quite like playing 
team sports -

[CutID: <Cuts> KidsandTeamSports_82919_ARC2316946933.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: KidsandTeamSports_82919
Out-cue: SOC]
-------------------------------------------------------
Looking at more than 10,000 kids starting in the fourth grade, then checking on 
them three years later, researchers found the mental health benefits were 
greater in those who participated in team activities, as opposed to those who 
took part in more individual activities like music lessons or who did nothing at all.
"I think team sports naturally foster peer belonging," giving children a sense that 
we're "in this together," said lead author Eva Oberle from the School of 
Population and Public Health. Oberle would like to see team sports made more 
affordable, conducted in places and at times where kids don't need to be 
shuttled by their parents.

It turns out tattoos might not be as harmless as previously thought. New 
research reveals metallic nanoparticles from tattoo needles are slowly poising 
inked people.

[CutID: <Cuts> TattoosCauseAllergies_82919_ARC237209057.mp3
Time: 33s
Title: TattoosCauseAllergies_82919



Out-cue: SOC]
-------------------------------------------------

A study published in the journal Particle and Fibre Toxicology indicates chomium 
and nickel particles from tattoo needles enter a recipient's body and eventually 
amass around lymph nodes, where they're held in place by ink particles from the 
tattoo. According to the report, the infiltration can result in the formation of new 
allergies. And while the presence of metal in lymph nodes will "poison" a person 
over time, the eventual severity of the damage is unclear saying the long-term 
effects can only be assessed in long-term studies that monitor the health of 
thousands of people over decades."

The Department of Health and Human Services has a warning: today's pot is not yesterday's pot. 
The department says they have research to prove the potency of the drug is stronger than it has 
ever been. Today/Thursday, the US Surgeon General - Dr. Jerome Adams - had this to say about 
the drug's potency: 
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Marijuana-This Ain't Your Mother's 
Marijuana_ARC1290292031.mp3
Time: 2s
Title: ABCNC_Marijuana-This Ain't Your Mother's Marijuana
Description: <p>The Department of Health and Human Services has a warning: today's pot is not 
yesterday's pot. The department says they have research to prove the potency of the drug is 
stronger than it has ever been. Today/Thursday, the US Surgeon General - Dr. Jerome Adams - 
had this to say about the drug's potency: (TAG: The announcement comes as more states enact 
lenient legislation on the use of marijuana. .)</p>
Out-cue: mother's marijuana]
(TAG: The announcement comes as more states enact lenient legislation on the use of 
marijuana. .)

If this hurricane has you thinking you should get out of Florida more, plus you 
like football, love eating and don't care much about your health, your perfect job 
has just become available.

[CutID: <Cuts> NFLfoodtester_LL_ARC3407173340.mp3
Time: 27s
Title: NFLfoodtester_LL
Out-cue: SOC]
--------------------------------------------------------

Pickwise, a sports betting site, is hiring an "NFL Food Tester." The job description 
reads exactly as you'd expect: "Traveling to NFL stadiums to taste the finest 
tacos, nachos, burgers, hot dogs and sandwiches the league has to offer." 
What's more is the food tester gets paid for the privilege. For each stadium 
covered, the new hire will get tickets to the game, money for food and an extra 
$500 -- possibly to cover the heart surgeon's bill.



8/31
We learned that Advent Health will have two hospital campuses that will be open 
throughout the storm. Those are for the one in Orlando and Celebration, and 
also, the Apopka Outpatient Pharmacy will be open monday morning at 9.  Their 
tele-health service, E-care, is also going to wave its 49 dollar fee starting Monday 
and throughout the rest of the storm.

Shelters are opening inn Volusia County for people with special needs  County Health 
Department director Patricia Boswell  is addressing the rules
[CutID: <Cuts> Sun Volusia Special Needs _ARC312555428.mp3
Time: 21s
Title: Sun Volusia Special Needs 
Description: Patricia Boswell
Out-cue: may have]
A curfew is taking effect in Volusia County at 6 pm Tuesday and lasting until 6 a.m. Wednesday 

9/4
A new major study has revealed that just two diet drinks a day raises the risk of 
dying young by a quarter. And lovers of Diet Coke and Pepsi Max see their 
chances of being killed by a heart attack or stroke rocket by more than half, 
compared to those who avoid the stuff. The World Health Organization research 
found the dangers from guzzling artificially sweetened pop were up to three 
times greater than regular sugary drinks. And switching to sugar-free products - 
such as Diet Pepsi - could be equally bad for health, if not worse.

An American woman is facing charges after immigration authorities in the 
Philippines say she tried to board a plane with a newborn child inside her 
luggage.

[CutID: <Cuts> 6dayoldinsuitcase_9519_ARC39918640.mp3
Time: 25s
Title: 6dayoldinsuitcase_9519
Out-cue: SOC]
-------------------------------------------------------

43-year-old Jennifer Talbot was caught shortly before she was set to fly to the 
U.S. The 6-day-old, who appears to be someone else’s child, was hidden in an 
oversized belt bag that Talbot failed to declare or present to immigration 
inspectors. The woman claimed she was the baby’s aunt, but she had no 
documentation showing she was authorized to travel with the infant. The child 
seems to be in good health and authorities plan to charge her with child 
trafficking.

9/5



It's one of the first of it's kind in the U.S.---

Johns Hopkins is opening a new research center that will look at the medical 
benefits of psychedelic drugs.   Scientists will test the potential of... so-called... 
magic mushrooms to treat mental health and opioid addiction addiction.  A 
private donor gave 17-million-dollars for the project... since federal funding 
cannot be used for such research.  

Vitamin E oil is being singled out as a component in vape products leading to 
serious hospitalizations.  The New York Department of Health says they're now 
focusing their investigation on Vitamin E acetate as an accelerant in lung 
illnesses.  
Two deaths have been attributed to vaping and both involved THC devices. 
---------- 
Vitamin E acetate was found in more than half of the cannabis products tested 
from New York patients who became sick after vaping.  

Vitamin E acetate was not found in nicotine vape samples, but the FDA is still 
testing those samples to study their hazardous effects.

Florida Department of Health has issued a precautionary swim advisory for all 
public beaches in Brevard County.  Tests are being done to see the water quality 
after the storm. Swimming is not recommended until the tests come back.
At least 30 people are dead in the Bahamas in the aftermath of Hurricane Dorian.  
Health Minister Duane Sands talks about how difficult it's been to find people 
amid all the destruction. 

[CutID: <MetroSource> DSandsBaham1_1_ARC4247081839.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: DSandsBaham1_1
Out-cue: confirm deaths
Player: 2]
[hit cold?]

Reporter Victor Oquendo....

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-Bahamas - Search for 
Missing_2_ARC1563911611.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-Bahamas - Search for Missing_2
Description: <p>Hundreds of thousands of utility customers are without power in South Carolina 
tonight/Thursday night. Hurricane Dorian impacting the state's coast, as the killer storm heads 
north, producing tornado warnings in Norfolk and Virginia Beach. ABC's Victor Oquendo is in the 
Bahamas, describing the massive search and recovery effort ramping up there... TAG: Health 
officials in the Bahamas are now telling ABC News that there's been at least 30 deaths from 
Hurricane Dorian.</p>



Out-cue: first time]
One haitian community on the island...says no one is coming for 9 bodies

9/6/19

The scope of the devastation in the Bahamas is staggering.
[CutID: <Cox Network Audio> Bahamas-Dorian-MOS 2_ARC2955082622.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-Bahamas-Survival Mode
Description: People in the Bahamas are still reeling in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Dorian. The death toll.. is now at least 30. The health minister there says there 
the final county will be "staggering." This woman says her entire community is 
suffering.
Out-cue: mode]
Right now the official death count is 30 people, but that's expected to rise as 
hundreds of people are missing.  If you'd like the help people in the Bahamas recover....we 
have some links up in the News 96 point 5 WDBO app....

The Secretary of Health and Human Services is weighing in on the investigation 
into the vaping-related respiratory illness.

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-PM-Vaping-Illnesses W1-KS_ARC385263096.mp3
Time: 42s
Title: FRI-PM-Vaping-Illnesses W1-KS
Description: FRI-PM-Vaping-Illnesses W1-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]
Optional Tag: This afternoon...a fifth person is reported to have died from a 
respiratory sickness tied to vape oil.

[Secretary Alex Azar says you are better off vaping... than being addicted to 
combustible tobacco.
[CutID: <Cuts> rddAzar-Vaping-Teens_1_Clip_1_ARC1877181281.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: rddAzar-Vaping-Teens_1
Description: rddAzar-Vaping-Teens_1_Clip_1
Out-cue: vaping]
Health researchers have singled out Vitamin E oil as a component in vape 
products leading to serious hospitalizations. 

He says if you're going to vape...don't alter the oil in any way.



[CutID: <MetroSource> rddAzar-Vaping_1_Clip_2_ARC1838790191.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: rddAzar-Vaping_1
Description: rddAzar-Vaping_1_Clip_2
Out-cue: ] 
Vitamin E acetate was found in more than half of the cannabis products tested 
from New York patients who became sick after vaping.  Vitamin E acetate was 
not found in nicotine vape samples, but the FDA is still testing those samples to 
study their hazardous effects.]

Another vaping-related has been reported. 

This time... in Indiana. 

As of today, Illinois, Oregon, Minnesota and California have all reported at least 
one vaping related death. 

Indiana State Health Deputy Commissioner Pam Pontones says they're working 
with federal agents to find out what is causing people to be hospitalized with 
lung injuries. 

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Vaping Deaths-Indiana-Hundreds 
Reported Nationwide_1_ARC985855233.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: ABCNC_Vaping Deaths-Indiana-Hundreds Reported Nationwide_1
Description: <p>Another vaping-related has been reported. This one is in 
Indiana. As of today/Friday, Illinois, Oregon, Minnesota and California have all 
reported at least one vaping related death. Indiana state health officials there 
are working closely with federal health officials to find out what is causing people 
to be hospitalized with lung injuries. Here is Indiana State Health Deputy 
Commissioner Pam Pontones: (TAG: Pontones says many patients have also 
admitted to using THC or marijuana products in the e-cigarettes.)</p>
Out-cue: nation]

Pontones says many patients have also admitted to using THC or marijuana 
products in the e-cigarettes.

9/9
A group of Doctors from Central Florida is planning to send themselves as aid to the 
Bahamas. 

[CutID: <Email Audio> adventhealth to bahamas_ARC1221406141.mp3
Time: 26s
Title: adventhealth to bahamas
Out-cue: ]
One of the largest job fairs in Central Florida is happening this week -

[CutID: <Cuts> JobFairCenFL_9919_ARC3048072754.mp3



Time: 16s
Title: JobFairCenFL_9919
Out-cue: SOC]
-----------------------------------------------------------

MORE THAN 90 COMPANIES WILL HAVE BOOTHS AT THE ANNUAL GOVERNOR'S JOB 
FAIR. IT'S BEING HELD ON WEDNESDAY AT THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FAIRGROUNDS ON 
WEST COLONIAL DRIVE-- FROM NOON TO 4 P-M. REPRESENTATIVES FROM 
HOSPITALITY, HEALTHCARE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT WILL BE THERE. 

9/11/19
We'll probably be hearing a lot about fixing healthcare at tomorrow night's 
Democratic debate in Houston.  And this could add fuel to the debate....
*****
New Census Bureau data out shows twenty seven-point-five million people...8-point-five percent 
of the population...did not have medical insurance last year. That's 1-point-9 million more than 
were uninsured in 2017
 [CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Health Care-Reaction Ahead of 
Debate_2_ARC1489676484.mp3
Time: 15s
Title: ABCNC_Health Care-Reaction Ahead of Debate_2
Description: <p>Fresh evidence that health care coverage gains are eroding since President 
Trump took office. New Census Bureau data out Tuesday indicates that twenty seven-point-five 
million people...8-point-five percent of the population...did not have medical insurance last year. 
That's 1-point-9 million more than were uninsured in 2017. ABC's MaryAlice Parks, is in 
Washington, describing the outrage among presidential candidates...</p>
Out-cue: very issue]
Reporter Mary Alice Parks says there is lots of speculation what's causing the 
spike.  Some say the immigration crackdown discourages people with illegal 
migrants in their family from getting insurance.  Others speculate their are a 
growing number of young kids without health insurance

We've had a recent rash of restaurant health violations in the city. Most of the 13 
establishments were unkept mom and pop operations.  However a Popeyes, a 
Burger King, and two food trucks were also caught.   The owner of "Little 
Saigon," a popular Mills 50 restaurant which was closed for rodent droppings and 
live roaches, told the Orlando Sentinel that the filth was old rice.  That restaurant 
has since been reopened, so be sure to check online reviews before looking for a 
place to eat.

9/12/19

Breaking news this morning -

The woman at the center of the controversy over Florida's embattle guardian 
program.....is accused of MORE wrongdoing.



We've told you how former Orlando guardian Rebecca Fierle is being 
investigated for filing a "DO NOT RESUSCITATE order against one of her dying 
patient's wishes.

New today - the Orlando Sentinel reports Fierle is accused of improperly billing 
Advent Health nearly four million dollars over the past decade for services she 
provided to hundreds of patients.  

A financial arrangement like that is NOT allowed under Florida law without court 
approval.

9/12
A NEW CALL FOR CHANGE TO GUN LAWS IS COMING FROM THE LEADERS OF 
SOME BIG-NAME COMPANIES.  THEIR MESSAGE IS CLEAR: GUN VIOLENCE IS A 
PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS AND NEEDS URGENT ACTION.

[CutID: <Cuts> Business Guns WDBO_1IYO_Clip_2_ARC998609481.mp3
Time: 49s
Title: Business Guns WDBO_1IYO_Clip_2
Description: Business Guns WDBO_1IYO_Clip_2
Out-cue: soc]
***********
Amazon-owned Whole Foods will be withdrawing medical benefits for hundreds 
of its part-time workers starting Jan. 1, 2020. In the past, employees needed to 
work at least 20 hours a week to qualify for the health-care plan. 
-------------------------------------------------
Now they will need to work at least 30 hours. Less than 2% of its workforce, or 
19-hundred employees, will no longer be eligible for medical coverage, under the 
new policy

9/13
As the nation works to improve healthcare for our veterans....several local 
lawmakers are upset over being evicted from operating inside local V-A Medical 
centers

[CutID: <Email Audio> VA TO EVICT POLITICIANS_ARC3727434385.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: VA TO EVICT POLITICIANS
Out-cue: ]

[THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS SAYS THE HOSPITAL SPACE 
SHOULD ONLY BE USED FOR DELIVERIGN MEDICAL CARE TO VETS -- AND 
ASKED REPRESENTATIVES DARREN SOTO AND STEPHANIE MURPHY  TO 



VACATE THE LAKE NONA OFFICE LOCATION BY THE END OF THE YEAR. THEY 
ARE NOT ALONE, all congressional offices inside VA medical centers will be 
forced to close their doors BEFORE 2020.   MURPHY HAS ALREADY SENT IN AN 
APPEAL TO THE VA SAYING THEY GET 25 TO 30 WALK INS EACH WEEK AND 
THE VETERANS SEEM PLEASED. IM SV USE THE NBO OPEN MIC AND TELL US IF 
YOU THINK THE VA SHOULD ALLOW POLITICAL OFFICES TO STAY.  ]

Vaping-related illnesses continue to rise nationwide and Central Florida can be 
added to the list.  Three people in Orange County have been hospitalized for 
Vaping Associated Pulmonary Illness. According to the Florida Department of 
Health... the first case in the county was tracked in June.  Each person treated 
has been between the ages of 15 and 21.   No common brand of vape was used 
in the three cases.

9/16
At a hospital in Fort Worth, Texas, a 10-year-old girl is fighting for her life, battling a rare brain 
eating amoeba Reporter Marci Gonzalez...
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_TX Brain Eating Amoeba-Rare 
Case_3_ARC1343523159.mp3
Time: 28s
Title: ABCNC_TX Brain Eating Amoeba-Rare Case_3
Description: <p>At a hospital in Fort Worth, Texas, a 10-year-old girl is fighting for her life, battling 
a rare brain eating amoeba. Details from ABC's Marci Gonzalez... TAG: Health officials say the 
amoeba is found in fresh water across the country</p>
Out-cue: in 2016]
Health officials say the amoeba is found in fresh water across the country

OEN NEW LAKE MARY HOSPITAL]

ORLANDO HEALTH STARTED TREATING PATIENTS FOR THE FIRST TIME TODAY 
AT THE NEW LAKE MARY MEDICAL CAMPUS.  THE MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR 
PROJECT FEATURES A NEW EMERGENCY ROOM AND MEDICAL PAVILION.

IT'S LOCATED ON RINEHART ROAD NEAR MANDERLEY RUN, WHICH IS JUST 
OFF I-4. 
ORLANDO HEALTH SAYS THE NEW E-R MAKES HEALTH CARE MORE 
ACCESSIBLE TO TENS OF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE LIVING IN SEMINOLE 
COUNTY.

9/17

More clinical trials to benefit cancer patients are coming to Orlando. 

[CutID: <Email Audio> cancer clinic orlando_ARC3963543636.mp3



Time: 23s
Title: cancer clinic orlando
Out-cue: ]

[AdventHealth is teaming up with Moffitt Cancer Center to bring to Central 
Florida early-phase clinical trials for cancer patients.who have run out of 
options.. the  Orlando Sentinel is reporting that these phase 1 trials - which 
usually use a new drug or new combination of drugs for the first time... are 
scarce in central Florida. The  first center expected to open early next year at 
AdventHealth Celebration,sv news 965 wdbo]

9/18
Four of the nation's leading health and nutrition organizations have new recommendations in 
limiting sugary drinks for young kids....under five....

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Kids Drinks-Guidelines Sweet 
Salty_1_ARC2376436917.mp3
Time: 19s
Title: ABCNC_Kids Drinks-Guidelines Sweet Salty_1
Description: <p>New recommendations in limiting sugary drinks for young kids. ABC's Michelle 
Franzen reports.</p>
Out-cue: even as adults]
Reporter Michelle Franzen says the guidelines recommend to avoid flavored milk... and also non-
dairy milks like almond, rice and oat that have added sweetners

Elizabeth Warren showed up on Stephen Colbert last night - she talked about the 
importance of health care but was vague on if the middle class would face a tax 
hike to pay for it.  The really rich...she says would face a tax after their first 50 
million:

[CutID: <Cuts> warren on taxes _ARC257386636.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: warren on taxes 
Description: warren on taxes
Out-cue: monster...quick laugh
Player: 2]

CHILDREN SEPARATED FROM THEIR PARENTS AT THE U-S MEXICO BORDER -- 
SUFFERED SERIOUS MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS-- ACCORDING TO A 
GOVERNMENT WATCHDOG.

[CutID: <Cuts> Mental Health Kids wdbo_EJ7J_Clip_1_ARC2677961340.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: Mental Health Kids wdbo_EJ7J_Clip_1
Description: Mental Health Kids wdbo_EJ7J_Clip_1
Out-cue: soc]



local organization that provides therapy for children and adults with special needs 
is looking for a new home

[CutID: <Cuts> Freedom ride TM_ARC3043066987.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: Freedom ride TM
Out-cue: ]

[I've told you about Freedom ride before, they offer mental health services and 
programs for veterans as well as those with special needs through horseback 
riding 

[CutID: <Cuts> freedom ride lady_ARC185062282.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: freedom ride lady
Out-cue: ]

The city of Orlando has leased freedom ride its current location at Trotters park 
for one dollar a year and will do so for two more, but organizers say it will cost 
more than two million dollars for them to move to a new location.SOC]

The number of abortions performed in the U.S. continues to drop.  The latest 
figures from 2017 show the lowest level since the procedure became law in 
1973.  The report by the --Guttmacher Institute--- says availability is not driving 
the drop...but rather the availability of contraceptives.  The affordable care act 
required health insurance companies to provide coverage in their health care 
plans.

A great update to the story about the Altamonte Springs girl who went missing 
last night.

She's safe and sound with her family tonight.

[CutID: <Cuts> THU-PM Altamonte Girl Found -gw_ARC1366666036.mp3
Time: 24s
Title: Clip_1
Description: THU-PM Altamonte Girl Found -gw
Out-cue: SOC]



[
[CutID: <Cuts> Michelle Sosa Altamonte PIO_Clip_3_ARC502014882.mp3
Time: 2s
Title: Michelle Sosa Altamonte PIO
Description: Michelle Sosa Altamonte PIO
Out-cue: WAS WALKING]

Michelle Sosa with Altamonte Springs Police tells me a parent of a student who 
goes to the same school as 12 year-old Lisa Pearce saw the news release 
and noticed her walking.

[CutID: <Cuts> Sosa 23_ARC2828848693.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: Michelle Sosa Altamonte PIO
Description: Michelle Sosa Altamonte PIO
Out-cue: FROM HER SCHOOL]
Pierce is well, in good health, and has been reunited with her family.]
With just a few weeks before the official start of Flu season, doctors in Central 
Florida say more patients have come in with the flu.
[CutID: <Cuts> Dr Tim Hendrix Advent Health Centra 
Care_ARC1523936390.mp3
Time: 14s
Title: Dr Tim Hendrix Advent Health Centra Care
Out-cue: get ready and get our flu shots]
Doctor Hendrix with Advent health says the cluster includes students in Orlando 
and Lake Mary. He recommends folks get vaccinated before thanksgiving.

Chick-fil-A wants to give their customers the best when it comes to their menu. 
The fast food chain has officially removed antibiotics from all of their food items. 
Health experts say antibiotics in foods are harmful to humans because it reduces 
the effectiveness of antibiotics when you get sick.

9/20/19
Thousands of registered nurses at twelve hospitals in Florida, California, and 
Arizona are walking off the job today...

[CutID: <Cuts> nursestrike_LL_ARC3275882024.mp3
Time: 26s
Title: nursestrike_LL



Out-cue: SOC]
------------------------------------------------------

They are launching a one-day strike to protest working conditions. About 6,500 
nurses were expected to join the strike against Tenet Health hospitals, after 
working without a contract for up to two years.  The union is calling for higher 
wages and a lower patient-to-nurse ratio.
Tenet Health announced that "we respect the nurses' right to strike" and assured 
the public that all patients would be cared for by replacement nurses.  The 
striking nurses are expected to return to the job on tomorrow.

She made national headlines when she drove her minivan into the ocean five 
years ago, and now Ebony Wilkerson is going home.  Wilkerson and her three 
young kids were saved by lifeguards and Good Samaritans when they went into 
the water at Daytona Beach. She's spent the last two years in transitional 
housing. 
As a condition of her release, she has to keep seeing a mental health counselor 
and taking medication.

9/23/19

A push begins this week to get diapers to families in need. Today, State 
Representative Anna Eskamani will host a diaper drive as part of National Diaper 
Need Awareness Week.
--------------------------------------------------------------
Eskamani says one in three U.S. families struggle to provide enough diapers to 
keep a baby healthy. You can drop off new diapers to Eskamani's District Office 
on East Concord Street in Orlando until Friday.

A HEALTH ALERT REMAINS IN PLACE FOR A WEST ORANGE COUNTY LAKE...

[CutID: <Cuts> MON-MID-Lake Olivia Health Warning-V1_ARC1508123576.mp3
Time: 21s
Title: MON-MID-Lake Olivia Health Warning-V1
Description: MON-MID-Lake Olivia Health Warning-V1
Out-cue: WDBO."]

[THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH...WARNING PEOPLE TO STAY OUT OF 
LAKE OLIVIA NEAR GOTHA.  PRESENCE OF MICROCYSTIN TOXIN...MAKING THE 
WATER UNSAFE FOR SWIMMING, BOATING, OR DRINKING.  SIGNS ARE 



POSTED AROUND THE LAKE AND THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT SAYS THE BLUE 
GREEN ALGAE LEAVES THE WATER DISCOLORED.  IF YOU COME INTO 
CONTACT WITH THE WATER...YOU SHOULD WASH YOUR SKIN IMMEDIATELY 
WITH SOAP.]



ISSUE:
Public Safety



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Health Officials Issue Mosquito-Borne Illness Advisory
Organization: Florida Department of Health in Orange County

Guest(s): Kent Donahue, Public Information Officer

Contact: (407) 858-1418; flhealth.gov

Date: 8/4/19

Duration: 10:00

Issues: The Florida Department of Health in Orange County has 

issued a mosquito-borne illness advisory.  Donahue 

explained that some of the county’s sentinel chickens have 

tested positive for Eastern Equine Encephalitis Virus so 

listeners should take precautions against mosquito bites.  

 



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Lessons from Hurricane Dorian
Organization: Seminole County Office of Emergency Management

Guest(s): Alan Harris, Emergency Manager 

Contact: (407) 665-5102; Prepareseminole.org

Date: 9/8/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Harris discussed the lessons learned as residents and 

emergency management agencies prepared for, and 

responded to, the threat of Hurricane Dorian.  Although 

Hurricane Dorian did not actually hit Florida, the threat was 

real and significant.  Therefore Harris said, we can learn 

from how systems were activated and how residents 

prepared their homes and evacuation plans.  Because 

hurricane season is still underway, Harris says to keep 

stocks of supplies and add to them when one is able. 



Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Post-Hurricane Health and Safety
Organization: Florida Department of Health in Orange County

Guest(s): Kent Donahue, Public Information Officer

Contact: Floridahealth.gov 

Date: 9/8/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Donahue encouraged listeners to be safe as they make post-

hurricane repairs to their homes.  As people climb ladders to 

repair roofs and trim trees and as they use certain tools and 

machinery, accidents can happen.  So, Donahue provided 

various safety tips to manage these situations such as 

wearing goggles and working in pairs. 



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Hurricane Dorian Relief Efforts
Organization: Salvation Army Orlando Metro Area Command

Guest(s): Capt. Ken Chapman, Area Commander

Contact: 1-800-725-2769; uss.salvationarmy.org

Date: 9/8/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Captain Chapman discussed the Salvation Army’s response 

to Hurricane Dorian.  He said that Salvation Army response 

teams are poised to help people both in the Caribbean and 

along the Eastern United States. These teams will respond 

to the immediate need for food, clothing, tarps, cleanup kits, 

and emotional and spiritual care.  He invited listeners to help 

with their donations. 



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Hurricane Nutrition Tips
Organization: 
Guest(s): Dr. Susan Mitchell, Nutrition Expert

Contact: drsusanmitchell@gmail.com

Date: 9/15/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Dr. Mitchell discussed the foods to have on hand when a 

hurricane or other severe storm strikes.  Certainly, she says, 

one must have enough clean drinking water on hand but not 

to overlook filling containers from one’s own tap rather than 

purchasing a lot of bottled water.  She offered advice about 

the kinds of nutrition foods would store well without 

refrigerator but reminded listeners to have a can opener.  

Finally, she advised everyone to keep their cupboards well-

stocked because hurricane season is still underway but to 

remember to rotate foods out of the cupboard as their 

expiration dates near. 



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Local Physician Warns about the Dangers of Vaping
Organization: Oviedo Medical Center.

Guest(s): Dr. Asharf Luqman, Pulmonary Specialist with Oviedo 

Medical Center

Contact:
Date: 9/15/19

Duration: Ash ruff look man

Issues: Dr. Luqman warned listeners about the dangers being 

associated with vaping – especially in young people.  He 

described recent deaths of young people that are being 

linked to vaping and investigated by the CDC. He spoke 

about his own experiences seeing teenagers with severe 

lung issues and advised everyone that until more is known, 

they should be cautious about vaping.  



Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Walk to End Alzheimer’s
Organization: Alzheimer’s Association 

Guest(s): Mike Miller, Event Chair and Former member of the Florida 

House of Representatives, District 47

Contact: Alz.org

Date: 9/30/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues: Miller explained how the Alzheimer’s Association works to 

help persons with Alzheimer’s and their caregivers.  He 

shared that his own mother suffered with Alzheimer’s and 

described the types of situations for which support is needed.  

The Alzheimer’s Association offers information and support 

groups to aid with these situations and even offers respite 

care so caregivers can have down time.  

Miller asked listeners to support the Alzheimer’s Association 

by participating in the Walk to End Alzheimer’s.



NEWS COPY 
Public Safety 3rd Quarter 2019

The parents of a woman killed in the 2017 Las Vegas massacre filed a first-of-its-kind lawsuit 
today against manufacturers and dealers of the guns used in the attack. 

VERBATIM: 
Carrie Parsons had just gotten engaged when she was gunned down, with 57 others. Her parents 
filed the first lawsuit against manufacturers of the rifles used in the attack, arguing they violated 
the law by designing products easily converted into weapons that simulate a machine gun. 
"Choosing profits over public safety," the Parsons family said the gun companies made rifles "that 
will shoot automatically with modifications that require no technical expertise." While federal law 
largely protects gun makers from liability the plaintiffs said it does not shield what they called 
"reckless" corporate conduct. Aaron Katersky ABC News New York.

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Las Vegas Shooting-Gun Makers 
Sued_1_ARC3876367993.mp3
Time: 33s
Title: ABCNC_Las Vegas Shooting-Gun Makers Sued_1
Description: <p>The parents of a woman killed in the 2017 Las Vegas massacre 
today/Wednesday filed a first-of-its-kind lawsuit against manufacturers and dealers of the guns 
used in the attack. ABC's Aaron Katersky with more.</p>
Out-cue: SOC.]

7/9
n Orange County corrections officer is the recipient of a rare honor.  Geovanie 
Hernandez was presented yesterday with the Distinguished Service Award for his 
actions during a fire last month on Jamestown Drive. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Hernandez and his son escaped their apartment during a fire, but Hernandez 
went back inside to save a stroke patient who had trouble getting out. 

 [CutID: <Channel Nine WFTV> Orange County Firefighters honored an off duty 
corrections officer who saved a disabled man from a burning 
apartme_ARC3596475280.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: Orange County Firefighters honored an off duty corrections officer who 
saved a disabled man from a burning apartment SOT 1
Description: Giovanny Hernandez
Out-cue: ...enter public safety]

The Distinguished Service Award is usually reserved for firefighters, but the fire 
rescue chief says everyone was so impressed by Hernandez' actions they thought 
he deserved the honor. 



HOPING TO IDENTIFY PATTERNS.. IN ORDER TO PREVENT SIMILAR ATTACKS 
IN THE FUTURE...

THE U-S SECRET SERVICE IS OUT WITH A NEW REPORT TODAY, ANALYZING 
27 DIFFERENT MASS ATTACKS THAT OCCURRED LAST YEAR IN PUBLIC 
SPACES.

[CUTID: <COX NETWORK AUDIO> RDDMCALEENAN-REPORT-
MORE_1_CLIP_1_CLIP_2_ARC3330750106.mp3
TIME: 11S
TITLE: RDDMCALEENAN-REPORT-MORE_1
DESCRIPTION: RDDMCALEENAN-REPORT-MORE_1_CLIP_1
OUT-CUE: PUBLIC SAFETY]

THE ACTING D-H-S SECRETARY SAYS THIS SHOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO 
TRUST YOUR INSTINCTS AND REPORT SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY. 

7/10
The second tropical storm of the year might form this weekend.
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Tropical WX-TX - Could See 
Hurricane_1_ARC3505602395.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: ABCNC_Tropical WX-TX - Could See Hurricane_1
Description: <p>Texas Governor Greg Abbott (R-TX) today (Wednesday) ... 
saying that he's preparing for the possibility of rough tropical weather coming 
out of the Gulf ... including a possible low-level hurricane: Abbott also says his 
Department of Public Safety has hundreds of officers on standby ... as well as 5-
aircraft and various vehicles ... and says that there are military resources ready 
as well.</p>
Out-cue: into a hurricane]

Texas Governor Greg Abbott today says he has hundreds of officers on standby 
... as well as 5-aircraft and military resources.

The most recent forecast from the National Hurricane Center shows the 
formation of Hurricane Barry out of a tropical depression.  

It's moving west-southwest around eight-miles-per-hour and is predicted to hit 
on Saturday evening near Lake Charles, Louisiana.  

In a case that's left Oregon police baffled, a TV actor has seemingly disappeared 
in the midst of moving across town --

[CutID: <Cuts> ActorMissing_71219_ARC279511951.mp3



Time: 27s
Title: ActorMissing_71219
Out-cue: SOC]
------------------------------------------------------

Charles Levin, who's made appearances on such shows as "Seinfeld," "Law & 
Order" and "Hill Street Blues," left his former home in Grants Pass Wednesday, 
on his way to his new home, just a few miles away. He never made it to his 
destination.
According to the Grants Pass Department of Public Safety, Levin was driving an 
orange 2012 Fiat and he had his dog, a "fawn-colored pug named Boo Boo Bear" 
with him. Friends of the actor say he and the dog are inseparable.

7/17
A civil rights group is suing the state over a new law, and the governor's office 
said they are prepared to fight it

[CutID: <Cuts> WED AM-Sanctuary cities Apopka plaintiff-BH(V) 
_ARC1460544922.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: WED AM-Sanctuary cities Apopka plaintiff-BH(V)
Description: WED AM-Sanctuary cities Apopka plaintiff-BH(V)
Out-cue: ]

=====================================

[A lawsuit from the Southern Poverty Law center was announced at the Hope 
community center in Apopka earlier this week.  The Hope CommUNITY Center 
gives resources to immigrants in Central Florida, and is a named plaintiff in the 
lawsuit that addresses the so-called sanctuary cities ban. 

The suit argues the new law is not constitutional.

7/19
State lawmakers who opposed the bill in the legislature argue the law is rooted 
in politics, not public safety.  Brandy Hastings, News 96.5 WDBO]



A legal loophole allows undocumented immigrants to legally register cars here in 
Florida.  The law allows Florida drivers to register a car even without a driver's 
license.  
*****
This year, state Rep. Anna Eskamani co-sponsored a bill trying to change the 
law, saying it would make the roads safer because undocumented people would 
have to take a driving test.
[CutID: <Channel Nine WFTV> How a legal loophole allows undocumented 
immigrants to legally register cars in Florida SOT 2_ARC2825056642.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: How a legal loophole allows undocumented immigrants to legally register 
cars in Florida SOT 2
Description: Anna Eskamani
Out-cue: ...for public safety]
Law enforcement officials said that drivers must get insurance to register a 
vehicle, but often, the insurance is canceled and there is no danger of having 
that registration suspended. That's a real concern for law enforcement and 
drivers. 

7/28
Computers inside the Georgia Department of Public Safety have been hit with 
malware
[CutID: <Cuts> PUBLIC SAFETY-CYBER ATTACK V1_1_ARC691032268.mp3
Time: 20s
Title: PUBLIC SAFETY-CYBER ATTACK V1_1
Description: PUBLIC SAFETY-CYBER ATTACK V1
Out-cue: tasks]
We've also learned the Georgia Emergency Management and Homeland Security 
Agencies have also recently taken additional precautions after malware was 
discovered on their networks.  

8/6/19

THE WEEKENDS MASS SHOOTINGS HAVE PARENTS THINKING ABOUT SCHOOL 
SAFETY AS WE COUNTDOWN TO THE FIRST DAY BACK IN CLASS...AND THE 
STATES NEW 'RED FLAG' DATABASE IS GETTING  LOT OF ATTENTION

[CutID: <Email Audio> RED FLAG DATABASE_ARC2423669778.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: RED FLAG DATABASE
Out-cue: ]



[THE DATABASE COMES AS PART OF THE MARJORY STONEMAN DOUGLASS 
PUBLIC SAFETY ACT...ITS A PORTAL DESIGNED SO LAW ENFORCEMENT CAN 
TRACK POTENTIAL WARNING SIGNS THAT SOMEONE MAY BE PLANNING A 
SCHOOL SHOOTING AND ALLOWS THEM TO TAKE ACTION POTENTIALLY 
CONFISCATING WEAPONS... STUDENTS TEACHERS ANYONE CAN USE THE 
FORTIFY FLORIDA APP TO REPORT ANY RED FLAGS TO LAW ENFORCEMENT. 
CRITICS SAY IT COULD BE USED AGAINST KIDS WHO ARE ALREADY VICTIMS 
OF BULLYING..AND MANY QUESTION THE ABILITY TO SEIZE FIREARMS.  IM SV 
TELL US HOW YOU FEEL USING THE OPEN MIC IN THE NEWS 965 WDBO APP]

8/8/19

Some disturbing information in the El Paso shooting.  CNN reports the mother of 
the suspect called the Allen, Texas Police Department before the 
shooting...because she was concerned about her son owning an "AK" type of 
firearm.  
******
Attorneys for the family say she was worried given his age...maturity level and 
lack of experience.  She says she was transferred to a public safety officer...who 
told her that based on her description of the situation...her son - at 21..was 
legally allowed to purchase the weapon.

8/12
Senate Minority Leader Charles Schumer would like to see the regulation of body 
armor sales. The New York Post reports that he plans to introduce a bill to do 
just that this fall. The bill would reportedly require the FBI to establish standards 
for who is allowed to buy body armor, however, the proposal would likely include 
exceptions for police and other public safety officials.

8/16
Since the shootings at two Walmart stores in Mississippi and Texas, the retail 
giant has been asked to stop selling guns. However, CEO Doug McMillon feels 
that the U.S. should look at the big picture and revisit the idea of banning assault 
weapons. What is often known as the "assault weapons ban," the Public Safety 
and Recreational Firearms Use Protection Act was adopted back in 1994 and 
expired a decade later.

8/28
The suspect in an attack on a West Texas Walmart appears to have gotten his 
gun from overseas.  The Texas Tribune reports the 21-year-old told state 
troopers he bought the AK-47 variant online and had it shipped to a North Texas 
gun shop.  People who buy guns online still have to go through a background 



check.  A Department of Public Safety report says the man also wanted to kill as 
many Mexicans as possible which is why he targeted the El Paso Walmart.  
Almost two dozen people were killed and dozens injured. 
8/19
ANYONE IN ORANGE COUNTY WHO NEEDS TO STOCK UP ON SANDBAGS 
THIS HURRICANE SEASON IS IN LUCK.
[CutID: <Cuts> Nancy_SANDBAGSWFTV_ARC645500216.mp3
Time: 19s
Title: Nancy_SANDBAGSWFTV
Out-cue: SOC]-------------------------------------------------------
THE COUNTY IS SETTING UP STATIONS AT FIVE LOCAL PARKS, WHERE 
YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN SANDBAGS FOR FREE.
YOU JUST NEED TO BRING AN I-D THAT SHOWS YOU LIVE IN ORANGE 
COUNTY.
THERE'S A LIMIT OF 10 PER HOUSEHOLD.
YOU CAN MAKE THE SANDBAGS THROUGH AUGUST 31ST.
TO FIND OUT WHERE, JUST VISIT THE W-F-T-V HOMEPAGE.
I'm Channel 9's NANCY ALVAREZ for News 96-5 WDBO

urricane Irma costs in Florida have reached $2-point-63 billion dollars...triggering 
an increase the federal cost share.

[CutID: <Cuts> MON-PM-DeSantis Irma Threshold-KS_ARC4224320541.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: MON-PM-DeSantis Irma Threshold-KS
Description: MON-PM-DeSantis Irma Threshold-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]

[Florida will be reimbursed up to 90-percent for hurricane related costs... up 
from 75 percent.

Governor DeSantis made the announcement today and submitted a letter to 
President Trump officially requesting this increase in from FEMA.

It'll save the state and local governments more than $160 million dollars.

Florida Division of Emergency Management has awarded more than $766 million 
dollars in recovery funding for Hurricanes Michael, Irma, Matthew and Hermine 
in 2019 so far.

8/21
The third named storm of this year's hurricane season has formed in the North 
Atlantic. Tropical Storm Chantal is about 485 miles southeast of Nova Scotia, 



Canada. The good news is there no threat to land and forecasters expect the 
storm to stay out at sea. 

We've got mostly good news about the Atlantic Hurricane season.

The quick bit of bad news is we now have our third named storm of the season, 
but the good news is it's only the third named storm of the season.

We've gone from July 15th to August 19th with 0 named stores, the first 
hurricane season to do so since 1982.
More good news - meteorologists say Chantal is no threat to land.
[CutID: <Cuts> Kirk-Chantal-fish storm_Clip_1_ARC118660374.mp3
Time: 3s
Title: Kirk-Chantal-fish storm_Clip_1
Description: Kirk-Chantal-fish storm
Out-cue: stays out there]
Tropical Storm Chantal is about 445 miles south of Newfoundland, Canada.

8/22
Potential Tropical System Developing Near Florida 

A tropical system developing near Florida could become the fourth named storm 
of the season.  The National Hurricane Center says an area of low pressure over 
the Bahamas has a 20-percent chance of developing into a major storm over the 
next few days.  If that happens, it would be named "Dorian."   NHC forecasters 
say the system is supposed to reach Florida by the weekend.

A tropical disturbance north of the Bahamas has a better chance at developing, 
but we still don't have much to worry about.

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-AM Tropical Disturbance -w2 -gw_ARC1806025294.mp3
Time: 25s
Title: Clip_12
Description: FRI-AM Tropical Disturbance -w2 -gw
Out-cue: SOC]

THE NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER IS TRACKING AN AREA OF LOW PRESSURE 
OFF THE FLORIDA COAST THAT COULD BECOME THE SEASON'S NEXT NAMED 
SYSTEM...

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-MID-System Developing Off Coast-
W1_ARC1714193604.mp3



Time: 34s
Title: FRI-MID-System Developing Off Coast-W1
Description: FRI-MID-System Developing Off Coast-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]

[SENIOR HURRICANE SPECIALIST JACK BEVIN SAYS IT'S BETWEEN THE 
NORTHWEST BAHAMAS AND FLORIDA RIGHT NOW...TRACKING TO THE NORTH 
WEST...
[CutID: <Cuts> Bevin-If It Stays East_ARC1471938945.mp3
Time: 15s
Title: Bevin-If It Stays East
Description: Bevin-If It Stays East
Out-cue: ]
THE HURRICANE CENTER...GIVING THE SYSTEM A 40-PERCENT CHANCE OF 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE NEXT 48 HOURS.  BEVIN SAYS DEVELOPMENT CHANCES 
WILL IMPROVE SATURDAY AS IT MOVES AWAY FROM US.] 

8/26
Our Top Story - 

JOE: Tropical Storm Dorian....swirling near the Caribbean...is putting people on 
edge.

MARSHA: You may have seen people sharing those projected paths of Dorian all 
over Facebook - it's got people worried.

RAY: But today, it's our island neighbors that need to quickly prep for possible 
hurricane activity.

LAUREL:

[CutID: <Cuts> LEAD2dorian_LL_ARC3493552196.mp3
Time: 50s
Title: LEAD2dorian_LL
Out-cue: SOC]

---------------------------------------------------------------
[[Channel 9 Eyewitness News meteorologist Brian Shields says we really can't 
know what Dorian will do until it hits landfall.

[CutID: <Cuts> LLDorian2_ARC3763406575.mp3
Time: 32s



Title: LLDorian2
Out-cue: ]

As for your bus stop weather today - another warm and wet Monday. A high of 
93 degrees but pack that umbrella into the kiddo's backpack - we have a 60% 
chance of rain for this afternoon.]]

8/26
everal employees of a south Florida nursing home face charges after a dozen 
patients died when a hurricane knocked out power. 

This comes after nearly two years of investigations.

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_FL Nursing Home Deaths-Charges 
Soon_ARC3052260554.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: ABCNC_FL Nursing Home Deaths-Charges Soon
Description: <p>Several employees of a Florida nursing home have 
surrendered..to face charges after a dozen patients died when a hurricane 
knocked out power. ABC's Pete Combs reports the charges come after almost 
two years of investigation.</p>
Out-cue: ABC News]

[[STARTS WITH NATS] 911-IN CARDIAC ARREST It happened just after 
Hurricane Irma slammed into South Florida. The Rehabilitation Center at 
Hollywood Hills was without power?? ?? and without a generator. RELATIVE-
SAID THEY WOULD 12 patients died in heat that relatives say felt like more than 
110 degrees. Now defense attorneys say they expect charges against three 
nurses and an administrator will soon face charges-among them, they say, 
probably manslaughter. PC ABCN]

8/27

You might re-think waiting a few more days to purchase your hurricane 
supplies...

[CutID: <Email Audio> supplies_ARC1013863346.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: supplies
Out-cue: ]

[DORIAN MAY BE SEVERAL DAYS AWAY. BUT FLORIDIANS ARE ALREADY 
PREPPING.  A CHECK OF THE LOCAL WAREHOUSE STORE JUST BEFORE 
CLOSING LAST NIGHT SHOWED THE CHEAPER SUPPLY OF WATER BOTTES 
ALREADY LOW.. IN FACT I PURCHASED THE LAST THREE CASES.  SHOPPERS 
BEHIND ME WERE LOADING UP WITH THE MORE EXPENSIVE BRANDS...A 
QUICK CHECK ONLINE AND THE STOCK HAS BEEN RESUPPLIED AS WE 



SLEEP...BUT IT IS A REMINDER TO STOCK UP NOW ON SUPPLIES FOR YOU 
AND YOUR PETS......AND DONT FORGET YOUR MEDICINE... IM SV SEE A LIST 
OFBASIC NEEDS BY CLICKING THE HURRICANE GUIDE TAB IN THE NEWS 965 
WDBO APP. ]
8/27
You hear us talking about our hurricane guide a lot.  If you still haven't checked 
it, here's what you can get out of it.

[CutID: <Cuts> TUE-AM Hurricane Guide Review -gw_ARC423001368.mp3
Time: 35s
Title: Clip_1
Description: TUE-AM Hurricane Guide Review -gw
Out-cue: SOC]

We told you this was going to happen...and it did.  Four former Florida nursing home 
workers have been charged in connection with the dozen patients who died when the power went 
out after Hurricane Irma  

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_FL Nursing Home Deaths-Hospital 
Nearby_ARC3377066800.mp3
Time: 21s
Title: ABCNC_FL Nursing Home Deaths-Hospital Nearby
Description: <p>Four former Florida nursing home workers have been charged in connection with 
the dozen patients who died when the power went out after Hurricane Irma struck in 2017. ABC's 
Pete Combs reports. (Opens with audio)</p>
Out-cue: ABC News]

8/27
WE'RE STILL A DAY OR TWO AWAY FROM KNOWING WHETHER TROPICAL 
STORM DORIAN WILL EVEN MAKE IT TO FLORIDA, BUT ON THE ISLAND OF 
PUERTO RICO THEY'RE PREPARING FOR THE STORM'S IMPACT...

[CutID: <Channel Nine WFTV> Puerto Rico prepares for Tropical Storm Dorian 
SOT 2_ARC3735459493.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: Puerto Rico prepares for Tropical Storm Dorian SOT 2
Description: Linette Martinez
Out-cue: ...being the worst]

AS OF THE LATEST ADVISORY FROM THE NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER, 
TROPICAL STORM DORIAN WAS PACKING 50 MILE PER HOUR WINDS.

Governor Ron DeSantis says he and state emergency management agencies are 
closely monitoring Tropical Storm Dorian.  



It's still not clear how it will impact the state, but DeSantis says all Floridians 
should prepare for a potential hurricane, which includes having food, water and 
medicine ready.

Orange County Fire and Rescue recommends the same.

[CutID: <Cuts> TUE-PM OC Fire Rescue, Storm Prep -gw_ARC391462855.mp3
Time: 41s
Title: Clip_9
Description: TUE-PM OC Fire Rescue, Storm Prep -gw
Out-cue: WDBO APP]

We got the opportunity during Orlando's Evening News to ask channel nine's 
Nancy Alvarez some questions about tropical storm Dorian, live from Puerto Rico.

[CutID: <Cuts> Alvarez Not a place_ARC3308563640.mp3
Time: 6s
Title: Not a place
Description: Not a place
Out-cue: that's ready for a major storm
Player: 2]

Alvarez describes a fragile, now vulnerable infrastructure that was left behind 
after 2017's brutal Atlantic hurricane season.

[CutID: <Cuts> Alvarez Temporary fixes_ARC3096323006.mp3
Time: 19s
Title: Alvarez Temporary fixes
Description: Alvarez Temporary fixes
Out-cue: makes everything more vulnerable]

Meteorologists say that  Dorian could reach Puerto Rico, possibly at hurricane 
strength, in the next 24 hours.

8/29
Emergency preparation plans have already started on the I-4 Ultimate Project.

We spoke with Jessica Ottaviano with the F-DOT...who says they are halting 
overnight construction ahead of Hurricane Dorian. 

[CutID: <Cuts> FDOT Jessica Ottaviano Dorian_ARC3962515476.mp3
Time: 42s
Title: FDOT Jessica Ottaviano Dorian
Description: FDOT Jessica Ottaviano Dorian



Out-cue: prior to the storm]
A spokesman for the Central Florida Expressway Authority...which maintains toll 
roads including State Roads 417, 408 and 528, said construction crews on those 
highways also will be securing items in preparation for the storm.

8/30
Hurricane Dorian could give us a chance to show our better selves.  Orlando 
Mayor Buddy Dyer tweeted a video yesterday encouraging residents to prepare 
for the storm.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
He also, though, told residents to check on neighbors to make sure they're also 
ready.  
[CutID: <Channel Nine WFTV> Brevard Residents prepare for Dorian SOT 
!_ARC2242607345.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: Brevard Residents prepare for Dorian SOT !
Description: Ed Riedell
Out-cue: ...house next door]

He added that city staff is working to make sure Orlando is prepared for what's 
expected to be a major hurricane.

Another hurricane tip....
Since Florida is under a state of emergency, you can stock up on MORE 
medication than normal.

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-AM 30-day Prescriptions -gw_Clip_3_ARC2670718810.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: Clip_1
Description: THU-PM 30-day Prescriptions -gw
Out-cue: SOC]
[It's Florida law - when we're under a state of emergency, you can get a 30-day 
early refill of your recurring prescriptions.

This is to ensure you have them on hand AFTER the storm in case you're not 
able to go out for a while.

Even if you recently filled your prescription, you can still do this again.
Keep in mind early refills will be noted to insurance companies and added to your 
refill schedule.  Meaning this WILL count as a refill, so you'll have to wait the full 
period before you can fill it again.]



Major Hurricanes are known to destroy overhead power lines - resulting in blackouts to thousands 
of homes. But even those residents getting their power from underground lines are not immune to 
storm damage. Tim Trudell with O-U-C....
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-Power Lines 
Underground_1_ARC821215347.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-Power Lines Underground_1
Description: <p>Major Hurricanes are known to destroy overhead power lines - resulting in 
blackouts to thousands of homes. But even those residents getting their power from underground 
lines are not immune to storm damage. Tim Trudell with the Orlando Utilities Commission:</p>
Out-cue: a problem]

8/30
The red cross reminds us to keep your phones and tablets charged:
[CutID: <Cox Network Audio> more red cross prep tips 2_ARC3864876235.mp3
Time: 9s
Title: more red cross prep tips 2
Description: more red cross prep tips 2
Out-cue: that stuff in
Player: 3]
Christine Smith also recommends keeping an extra set of clothes in your 
hurricane kit and sturdy shoes.

Volunteers are heading to Florida to set up the first Red Cross shelters before 
Hurricane Dorian slams ashore.  Jackie Rivera is a Red Cross volunteer in the DC-
area who says the goal is to make things a little easier for those impacted by 
what's expected to be a monster storm. 

[CutID: <MetroSource>WDCJackieRivera0830_1_1_ARC2612769482.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: 
Out-cue: at the shelter]

The National Capital Region of the Red Cross says up to 100 volunteers in all are 
expected to deploy.  Workers are prepared for two-week deployments though 
longer stays are possible.

8/30
Forecasters have been looking at best and worst case scenarios for Hurricane 
Dorian....

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-MID-Dorian Worst Scenario-V-RC_ARC1512365458.mp3
Time: 27s
Title: FRI-MID-Dorian Worst Scenario-V-RC



Out-cue: ]

[In the worst case scenario column is the Dorian making landfall in Florida...not 
once but twice.  The storm is expected to  hit our eastcoast....but it cold move 
west across the state and back into warm Gulf Waters...before powering back up 
and heading toward the panhandle....

That's what happened with Hurricanes Andrew and Erin in the 1990s. A national 
weather service meteorologist says that possibility of Dorian hitting Florida 
twice.... increases the further south it makes its initial landfall.]

 Orlando leaders gave an update this morning on storm preparations this 
morning ahead of Hurricane Dorian...

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-MID-Dyer on Dorian -W1-RC_ARC464724770.mp3
Time: 36s
Title: FRI-MID-Dyer on Dorian -W1-RC
Out-cue: ]

 
[
[CutID: <Cuts> Dyer Dorian 1 - prepared_ARC3443877445.mp3
Time: 3s
Title: Dyer Dorian 1 - prepared
Out-cue: ]

Mayor Buddy Dyer says Dorian is a storm that is not to be taken lightly....

[CutID: <Cuts> Dyer Dorian 3 - emerg op_ARC2660691509.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: Dyer Dorian 3 - emerg op
Out-cue: ]

Dyer says if you park in some city garages....it's on Orlando...during the storm...

[CutID: <Cuts> Dyer Dorian 9 - parking_ARC838210669.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: Dyer Dorian 9 - parking
Out-cue: ]

He also says trash pick will be suspended Monday....and resume after Dorian 
passes....]

[FRI-PM UCF CLOSED-BFH]



THEY'VE ONLY HAD CLASS FOR A WEEK...BUT U-C-F IS NOW CLOSED AHEAD 
OF THE HURRICANE...

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-PM-UCF CLOSES-W2-BFH_Clip_1_ARC4099491035.mp3
Time: 57s
Title: FRI-PM-UCF CLOSES-W2-BFH_Clip_1
Description: FRI-PM-UCF CLOSES-W2-BFH_Clip_1
Out-cue: soc]

Florida Power and Light wants customers to prepare to be without power for 
several days once Hurricane Dorian makes landfall.

Spokeswoman Maria Berto says they've made improvements since Hurricane 
Maria...

So hopefully you won't be without lights or working refrigerator for too long.

[CutID: <Cuts> RddDorianStormUpdateMB_1_Clip_12_ARC2629431296.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: RddDorianStormUpdateMB_1
Description: RddDorianStormUpdateMB_1_Clip_12
Out-cue: power faster]
She adds that if power is lost.. you don't need to call. They can tell when the 
power is out... thanks to the smart meters.  FOR UPDATES FROM YOUR POWER 
COMPANY 

None of you want to lose power during Hurricane Dorian, that's a given.

But if you start to see flooding in your home, you may have to cut it off yourself.

[CutID: <Cuts> Duke Energy - Cut Power if Flooding -gw_ARC3975557300.mp3
Time: 49s
Title: Clip_25
Description: Duke Energy - Cut Power if Flooding -gw
Out-cue: SOC]

It's no surprise Hurricane Dorian is scaring away visitors in Florida.  Beach hotels 
are the latest business to say they're suffering.  They count on Labor Day as the 
last big holiday weekend of the year.  
*****
The Tradewinds Island Grand Resort in Tampa Bay, for example, was booked 
solid just two weeks ago but is now down 30-percent.  September is considered 
the slowest month of the year so Hurricane Dorian could throw a wrench in the 
entire tourism industry.



8/31
First responders and those working in the path of the storm will get a helping 
hand with Hurricane Dorian...

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Hurricane Dorian-National Guard And Utility 
Workers_ARC3699732323.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: ABCNC_Hurricane Dorian-National Guard And Utility Workers
Description: <p>States of emergency have been issued in Florida and Georgia as residents get 
ready for Dorian, now a category 4 hurricane with winds over 140 miles per hour. ABC's Megan 
Tevrizian reports from Daytona Beach, Florida.</p>
Out-cue: New Jersey]

Reporter Megan Tev-rizian

9/1/
New this hour....A hurricane warning is in effect for Brevard and a hurricane 
watch for coastal Volusia.

Tropical storm watches inland

Chief Meteorologist Tom Terry is in Severe Weather Center 9

[CutID: <Cuts> Sun Tom Terry location 1_ARC834826251.mp3
Time: 24s
Title: Sun Tom Terry location 1
Description: Sun Tom Terry location 1
Out-cue: ]

Dorian has ben slowing down...but has been punishing the northern Bahama 
island with top winds of 185 miles an hour 

Our team continues with reporter Victor Oquendo, who tells us about President Trump's 
response to Dorian.
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-Trump - Visits FEMA_ARC1905198548.mp3
Time: 23s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-Trump - Visits FEMA
Description: <p>More states are issuing evacuation orders ahead of Hurricane Dorian. In South 
Carolina, the governor has ordered the evacuation of coastal communities. Several counties in 
Florida also are being evacuated. ABC's Victor Oquendo details the federal response... NOTE: 
Please audition. Fair quality Trump audio.</p>
Out-cue: states of emergency]

During the past few days of Hurricane Dorian preparation we've had a lot of 
questions from you about insurance



[CutID: <Cuts> INSURANCE TM_ARC4285267593.mp3
Time: 57s
Title: INSURANCE TM
Out-cue: ]
Many of you will use those portable generators when the power goes out.
Every major storm we hear of preventable accidents, so we're giving you the 
BEST tips for using your generator.
[CutID: <Cuts> Consumer Product Safety -Generator -gw_ARC1683481199.mp3
Time: 51s
Title: Clip_5
Description: Consumer Product Safety -Generator -gw
Out-cue: SOC]

If you are trying to evacuate out of the path of Dorian...we are hearing many folks are heading 
north to Atlanta Motor Speedway to set up camp. The speedway says all are welcome.
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-GA - Atlanta Raceway 
Camping_1_ARC2661854171.mp3
Time: 6s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-GA - Atlanta Raceway Camping_1
Description: <p>Evacuees from Florida and Georgia looking to escape Hurricane Dorian have 
made their way to the Atlanta Motor Speedway. They're setting-up camp there. Tyler Head with 
the speedway says all are welcome.</p>
Out-cue: free of charge]
 

Uber is offering free round-trip rides to and from shelters in anticipation of 
Hurricane Dorian.

[CutID: <Cuts> UberFreeRideShelters_9219_ARC3213676306.mp3
Time: 25s
Title: UberFreeRideShelters_9219
Out-cue: SOC]
----------------------------------------------------------

The ride-sharing company is allowing customers to redeem a free trip of up $20 
each way to and from a state-approved evacuation shelter. Just open up that 
Uber app, tap the Payment button and scroll down to Promotions. Then in click 
Add promo code, type DorianRelief as one word and click add! then you can be 
on your way, cost free, to a safe shelter.
9/2
Disney is using social media to say it's staffer on Castaway  [key] - in the 
Bahama's are safe...and the company has taken "extensive measures"...to 
ensure their safety - while the island is trashed by Dorian. 
************************
The sister of one of them...tweeted to ask the company ----why her sibling was 
stuck in the middle of a cat 5 hurricane?--. It's not clear how many employees 



are on the island...but Disney told the Miami Herald they are checking in with 
them hourly.  
While not on the coast, those in Orange County will still feel the effects of 
Hurricane Dorian. The National Weather Service has issued a Tropical Storm 
Watch for the county, as well as Lake, Osceola and Seminole counties. 
--------------------------------------------------------
That means winds could reach 40 miles an hour with gusts up to 60 miles an 
hour from tomorrow morning through Wednesday afternoon. The national 
hurricane center is predicting 2 to 4 inches of rain for much of central Florida. 

As you just heard....Channel 9's Cassandra Crimi tells us Dorian is starting to wobble....a sign it's 
seeing a path to making the turn to the North that will be good news
for us....
****************************
For many folks along the Atlantic coast...the uncertainty of Dorian is what is making the storm 
difficult to deal  with this time around.  This resident in Melbourne describes the feeling there.
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-FL - Spooky Feeling_1_ARC3384871254.mp3
Time: 6s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-FL - Spooky Feeling_1
Description: <p>Growing uncertainty for coastal residents along Florida's Atlantic coast. 
Hurricane Dorian is on track to come close to the coast, but may not make landfall in the 
Sunshine State. This resident in Melbourne describes the feeling there.</p>
Out-cue: everywhere]

Some Central Florida school districts have updated their closure plans for this 
week.

[CutID: <Cuts> MON-AM School Closures-KR_ARC2725968767.mp3
Time: 21s
Title: MON-AM School Closures-KR
Description: MON-AM School Closures-KR
Out-cue: soc]

******

U-C-F SAYS CAMPUS WILL BE CLOSED UNTIL WEDNESDAY, BECAUSE OF 
HURRICANE DORIANS STILL DEVELOPING PATH.

[CutID: <Cuts> ucfclose_NancyWFTV_ARC1151312086.mp3
Time: 14s
Title: ucfclose_NancyWFTV
Out-cue: ]



[BREVARD SCHOOLS ANNOUNCED TODAY IT'S NOW CLOSED MONDAY 
THROUGH WEDNESDAY.  CLASSES COULD RESUME THURSDAY IF IT'S SAFE.
VOLUSIA COUNTY SCHOOLS ARE NOW CLOSED THROUGH THURSDAY
LAKE COUNTY AND POLK COUNTIES ARE BOTH CLOSED THROUGH 
WEDNESDAY... ORANGE...OSCEOLA AND SEMINOLE COUNTY SCHOOLS ARE 
CLOSED THROUGH TUESDAY...AND HAVE NOT MADE ANY DECISION ON 
WEDNESDAY...]

For folks under a mandatory evacuation on the coast... Please don't forget your 
clothes, pets and now even your firearms.

*****************************************************************
**************************************************************

[CutID: <Cuts> Mon AM Concealed Carry_ARC3545235029.mp3
Time: 26s
Title: Mon AM Concealed Carry
Description: Mon AM Concealed Carry
Out-cue: ]

Under Florida law passed back in 2015 it is now legal to carry your firearm 
without a permit under certain circumstances. That includes during a mandatory 
evacuation during a state of emergency. The bill allows for concealed carry for 
up to 48 hours and was prompted following the arrests of many gun owners who 
were carrying their firearms while fleeing hurricane Katrina. George Ramirez 
News 96 point 5 WDBO.

If you are wandering around Central Florida after Hurricane Dorian passes and 
come across an alligator, it didn’t come from Gatorland.

[CutID: <Cuts> GatorlandPrepsforDorian_LL_ARC1014085065.mp3
Time: 38s
Title: GatorlandPrepsforDorian_LL
Out-cue: SOC]
--------------------------------------------------------------

Thats the message the attraction’s CEO Mark McHugh passed along in a video 
posted Saturday on Facebook that assured residents that the park has been 
working to secure their animals - which include hundreds of birds, some bobcats 



and panthers - in anticipation of the approaching storm. “Rest assured, if you see 
an alligator swimming down your street or sitting in your pool, it ain’t one of 
ours,” McHugh narrates. The park’s alligators will likely ride out any storm that 
comes through Central Florida under water, with an occasional trip to the surface 
to grab some air. As for the gators, these storms are nothing new for them, 
McHugh said in the video.“They have been around for 75 million years,” he said. 
“It ain’t their first rodeo with a nasty storm.”

Since most Central Florida schools will remain closed for an additional day, many 
parents still have to go to work, but have no one to watch their kids.

[CutID: <Cuts> MON PM Single Moms No school W DV_ARC3237668783.mp3
Time: 39s
Title: MON PM Single Moms No school W DV
Out-cue: ]

[
Carmen Santi-ahh-go is with Single moms of Central Florida and she was nice 
enough to translate what Rosa, a single nurse raising two girls had to say.

[CutID: <Cuts> carmen santiago 1_ARC2042044279.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: carmen santiago 1
Description: carmen santiago 1
Out-cue: ]
However, because of Dorian and the Labor day holiday, there's still problems.
[CutID: <Cuts> carmen santiago 2_ARC1816290319.mp3
Time: 9s
Title: carmen santiago 2
Description: carmen santiago 2
Out-cue: ]

She says even though its hard for Rosa to do her roles as mom and stay 
hurricane ready without a dad figure, she's even more concerned for the other 
single moms out there.  I'm Daniel Vargas. Let us know what your plans are for 
your kids using the open mic feature in the News 96 point 5 WDBO app.]

ONN RICK SCOTT DORIAN 1]



HURRICANE DORIAN HAS MADE LANDFALL IN THE BAHAMAS AS A DANGEROUS 
CATEGORY FIVE HURRICANE...AND STILL A PROJECTED PATH TO COME 
UNCOMFORTABLY CLOSE TO FLORIDA.  SENATOR RICK SCOTT IS TELLING 
NBC'S "MEET THE PRESS," FLORIDA RESIDENTS NEED TO BE PREPARED IN 
CASE THE STORM HITS OUR STATE. 
[CUTID: <COX NETWORK AUDIO> FOX_14881_20190901_ARC1809882905.mp3
TIME: 10S
TITLE: FOX_14881_20190901
DESCRIPTION: HURRICANE DORIAN SEN. RICK SCOTT ARRAY INTO FLORIDA --
-
OUT-CUE: TAKE A CHANCE
PLAYER: 3]
SCOTT ALSO SAYS HE'S BEEN ASSURED FEMA WILL ASSIST FLORIDA WITH 
THE FUNDS IT NEEDS. 

IF YOU'RE IN NEED OF A SAFE PLACE TO STAY DURING HURRICANE DORIAN 
IN SEMINOLE COUNTY, THERE'S A COUPLE PLACE.

ALAN HARRIS SEMINOLE COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATOR  
SAYS THERE ARE 4 GENERAL  POPULATION SHELTERS OPEN.

[CutID: <Cuts> SEMINOLE PC 1 _ARC12930460.mp3
Time: 9s
Title: Clip_1
Description: Clip_1
Out-cue: SCHOOL]

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL NEEDS SHELTER THEY'LL BE THREE OF 
THOSE AS WELL.   HIGHLANDS ELEMENTARY, BENTLEY ELEMENTARY AND  
LAYER ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS . 

9/2
IF YOU'RE IN NEED OF A SAFE PLACE TO STAY DURING HURRICANE DORIAN 
IN SEMINOLE COUNTY, THERE'S A COUPLE PLACE.

ALAN HARRIS SEMINOLE COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATOR  
SAYS THERE ARE 4 GENERAL  POPULATION SHELTERS OPEN.
[CutID: <Cuts> SEMINOLE PC 1 _ARC12930460.mp3
Time: 9s
Title: Clip_1
Description: Clip_1
Out-cue: SCHOOL]



IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL NEEDS SHELTER THEY'LL BE THREE OF 
THOSE AS WELL.   HIGHLANDS ELEMENTARY, BENTLEY ELEMENTARY AND  
LAYER ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS . 

Dorian/First Looting Arrests 
Alex Stone
OutCue: Dorian's effects
Runs: :18
WRITE IN: 
As Florida's east coast cities wait for Hurricane Dorian's arrival, police are patrolling evacuated 
areas. ABC's Alex Stone is in Melbourne (Mel-burn), Florida.
VERBATIM: 
Now the first looting arrests are being reported in Daytona Beach?? ?? Two men stealing 
sandbags from a construction site. The Sheriff's Department is warning that there are enhanced 
penalties in effect for anybody in Florida caught committing crimes during this state of 
emergency. While everybody gets ready to feel Hurricane Dorian's effects.
Download
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-First Looting Arrests_1_ARC746743893.mp3
Time: 18s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-First Looting Arrests_1
Description: <p>As Florida's east coast cities wait for Hurricane Dorian's arrival, police are 
patrolling evacuated areas. ABC's Alex Stone is in Melbourne (Mel-burn), Florida.</p>
Out-cue: Dorian's effects]

Yesterday we aired a report from ABC news claiming that Brevard County closed 
their causeways ahead of Hurricane Dorian, and that law enforcement was 
checking ID's at the gate.
********************************************
But we learned that the report wasn't entirely truthful, here are the facts:

[CutID: <Cuts> Don Walker 2_ARC1836995725.mp3
Time: 6s
Title: Don Walker 2
Description: Don Walker 2
Out-cue: close the causeways
Player: 2]
Communications Director for Brevard County Emergency Management, Don 
Walker.
We spoke with him after the mixup, and he cleared the air for us.

[CutID: <Cuts> Don Walker1_ARC1670610621.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: Don Walker
Description: Don Walker
Out-cue: Prior to a hurricane]

http://www.abcnewscall.com/rss/download/Newscall/Dorian-First%20Looting%20Arrests.MP3


*********************************************
The same goes for Volusia county.
[CutID: <Cuts> Don Walker 3_ARC854438684.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: Don Walker 3
Description: Don Walker 3
Out-cue: they have a curfew in place
Player: 2]
That curfew will take place tonight at 6pm.
While you may be off of work with your kids thanks to Hurricane Dorian, there 
are only a handful of attractions keeping their doors open to entertain everyone.

[CutID: <Cuts> AttractionsClosed_9319_ARC1088768463.mp3
Time: 24s
Title: AttractionsClosed_9319
Out-cue: SOC]
---------------------------------------------------------------

Universal Orlando plans to open their parks, along with CityWalk, as scheduled 
today.  Volcano Bay will stay closed. SeaWorld Orlando and Aquatica Orlando will 
be closed while the Wheel at ICON park will stay open. Kennedy Space Center 
Visitor Complex will also be closed off to guests, along with Legoland today. 
Legoland may open tomorrow though, depending on Dorian's track.

A New Smyrna Beach woman, who was fleeing her home to escape Hurricane 
Dorian, is now missing. 87-year-old Mary Hancock Wilson was last driving west 
on State Road 44 Monday afternoon.
------------------------------------------------------------
A family member told police she was going to go a relative's house in Leesburg 
to escape the hurricane conditions. Authorities are now looking for her silver 
2016 Cadillac SRX.

We usually hear about this after a hurricane, but a man died in west Orange County after he fell 
from a tree while working to remove limbs......
 
 [CutID: <Email Audio> dorian prep deaths_ARC2325823933.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: dorian prep deaths
Out-cue: ]

[Police say the man was trying to position himself in the tree at his ocoee home while holding a 
chainsaw when he fell 15 feet landing headfirst. he was not using a ladder...emergency crews 
rushed the 55-year-old to the hospital which was only minutes away - but he died from his 
injuries.   this is the second death in central florida related to hurricane dorian preparations. A 



68-year-old Indialantic man fell three stories monday while he was putting 
plywood on the window of a beachside condo. sv news 965 wdbo ]
In the Bahama's five people are dead...and dozens injured...the prime minister 
says it's difficult to ascertain the damage with the storm still hitting them.  
[CutID: <Cuts> video everything down_ARC520822977.mp3
Time: 4s
Title: bahama damage from resideents
Description: bahama damage from resideents
Out-cue: everything down" 2 X
Player: 2]
They are reporting more than 2 thousand distress calls from...including one of a 
five month old stranded on a roof.  
****

Reporter Marcus Moore rode out the storm on the island.  He says he and his 
crew ventured outside as the eye of Hurricane Dorian passed over them. Then this happened:
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Hurricane Dorian-We Heard 
Screams_ARC3583182597.mp3
Time: 35s
Title: ABCNC_Hurricane Dorian-We Heard Screams
Description: <p>ABC's Marcus Moore and his crew - reporting from Marsh Harbor in the 
Bahamas. They ventured outside as the eye of Hurricane Dorian passed over them. Then this 
happened:</p>
Out-cue: to be OK]

With Hurricane Dorian poised to impact Florida in the coming days, two of the 
nation’s largest cell phone providers are trying to make it easier for people to 
communicate with their loved ones. Verizon will be providing unlimited calling, 
texting and data to customers who reside in the path of Hurricane Dorian until 
September 9th. AT&T said it will wave data overages in affected areas through 
Sept. 8.

As Florida's east coast cities wait for Hurricane Dorian's arrival, police are patrolling evacuated 
areas.  Reporter Alex Stone....

[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-First Looting Arrests_1_ARC746743893.mp3
Time: 18s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-First Looting Arrests_1
Description: <p>As Florida's east coast cities wait for Hurricane Dorian's arrival, police are 
patrolling evacuated areas. ABC's Alex Stone is in Melbourne (Mel-burn), Florida.</p>
Out-cue: Dorian's effects]
In Daytona Beach Shores...we are seeing body cam video of police arresting a 
looter who was trying to break into hotel rooms at the Hawaiian Inn on South A-1-
A. 
[CutID: <Cuts> Thats what you get_ARC1886178437.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: Thats what you get
Out-cue: ]



Jeremey Crouter was charged with resisting arrest, battery on a law enforcement 
officer, burglary, and possession of meth..

We have a team of reporters out covering Hurricane Dorian today.
Darrell Moody has been in Palm Beach County talking to people who have been preparing for days.
[CutID: <Email Audio> MON-MID-Palm Beach Co Residents-W1_ARC609232943.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: MON-MID-Palm Beach Co Residents-W1
Out-cue: ]

It appears that Central Florida will be avoiding a direct hit from Hurricane Dorian.
 
And it doesn’t come as a surprise to people living on the Brevard County coast...as Katrina 
Scales reports...from Cocoa Beach.
 

[CutID: <Email Audio> TUE MID Brevard Space Center W1_ARC890208228.mp3
Time: 66s
Title: TUE MID Brevard Space Center W1
Out-cue: ]

Melbourne beach police arrested two people who broke into a closed wawa to 
steal beer.
[CutID: <Email Audio> tues pm caught stealing beer sv_ARC2249284220.mp3
Time: 20s
Title: tues pm caught stealing beer sv
Out-cue: ]
[AN ENTIRE CASE OF BUD AND A FEW SNACKS...POLICE SAY SOMEONE 
SPOTTED THE TWO INSIDE THE STORE NEAR THE 192 CAUSEWAY THAT HAD 
BEEN CLOSED DOWN DUE TO THE HURRICANE ....OFFICERS ARRIVED IN TIME 
TO CATCH THEM IN A NEARBY LOCATION  BOTH ARE IN CUSTODY ON 
BURGLARY CHARGES WHICH MAY  UPGRADED BECAUSE WE ARE IN A STATE 
OF EMERGENCY. SV NEWS 965 WBDO.] 

The University of Central Florida will reopen on Friday.  In their alert, based on 
the current path and time-time for Hurricane Dorian, UCF will remain closed 
throughout Thursday to reopen September 6, resuming right where they left off 
just a week ago when they closed all campuses last Friday.
You can find more info at u-c-f dot e-d-u.

Another unfortunate consequence of an Atlantic Hurricane is the impact on sea turtle nests.  
Experts expect a storm surge will washout many of the nests on the Space Coast this week.  The 
Sea Turtle Preservation Society says they will not be responding to calls about baby sea turtles 
until mandatory evacuations are lifted for the beaches.
 
[CutID: <Cuts> SEA TURTLE VOICE MAIL_Clip_8_ARC3093896660.mp3
Time: 11s



Title: SEA TURTLE VOICE MAIL_Clip_8
Description: SEA TURTLE VOICE MAIL
Out-cue: SEA TURTLE'S LIFE]
And there will NOT be any collection points until after the storm passes...that’s when state and 
county workers will survey the damage, if any.
 
As hurricane Dorian impacts central Florida we're speaking with insurance 
experts in the event you do suffer damage to your home
[CutID: <Cuts> Untitled 14_ARC3090541944.mp3
Time: 52s
Title: Untitled 14
Out-cue: ]
While all eyes in Central Florida have been on Hurricane Dorian, the tropics 
continue to be very active, with several other systems either forming or brewing.

[CutID: <Cuts> OtherTropicalStorms_9419_ARC1974524806.mp3
Time: 33s
Title: OtherTropicalStorms_9419
Out-cue: SOC]
In the western Gulf, Tropical Storm Fernand threatens those in deep South 
Texas, where it could bring periods of heavy rain over the next few days. 
Tropical Depression 8 formed near the Cabo Verde Islands Tuesday and is 
moving to the northwest. While it will be over the Atlantic for several days, it will 
be something to monitor but no threat to the eastern seaboard over the next 
week. Meanwhile, there's another disturbance several hundred miles south of 
Bermuda that the NHC says has a 50% percent chance of tropical development 
is expected to bring heavy rain to the country as it moves away from the eastern 
seaboard. 

Flooding is the big threat as Hurricane Dorian marches up the east coast.  
Meteorologist Bill Karins warn that the Carolinas could get hit hard.
[CutID: <MetroSource>BKarins0903am1_1_ARC3791869024.mp3
Time: 15s
Title: 
Out-cue: evacuate already]
The South Carolina Emergency Management Division is tweeting a message to 
residents in evacuated zones......saying they "must leave now".  They've given 
residents no later than tomorrow morning to get a safe distance away from the 
storm

*****
Governor Roy Cooper ordered evacuations from the barrier islands as the storm 
is expected to impact the North Carolina coast.  In a statement, the governor 
says they are taking every precaution to make sure they're prepared.



ite)

>>Rihanna To Help Dorian Victims

[CutID: <MetroSource>RihannaLoveOnTheBrain_1_ARC1675505273.mp3
Time: 21s
Title: 
Out-cue: (music fades)]

(Undated)  --  Rihanna says she's going to be helping victims in the Bahamas 
after Hurricane Dorian laid waste to large swaths of the Caribbean nation this 
week.  The singer, a native of Barbados, took to Twitter Monday to express her 
heartbreak at the scenes of devastation coming out of the Bahamas.  At least 
seven people died there as the monster storm remained stationary over the 
country for nearly two days.  Rihanna said her nonprofit, the Clara Lionel 
Foundation, will be sending relief to the islands.  The storm has weakened but 
still poses a threat to the southeastern United States.

At least seven people are dead in the Bahamas after Hurricane Dorian 
demolished the islands.....and the death toll could go higher. Prime Minister 
Hubert Minnis said those who died were in Abaco, where damage was severe.

[CutID: <MetroSource>BahamasPM2_1_ARC646134044.mp3
Time: 16s
Title: 
Out-cue: or damaged]

Grand Bahama Island resident Kimberly Mullings talks about how difficult it was 
to ride out this storm. 
[CutID: <MetroSource>BahamasMullings1_1_ARC3901633833.mp3
Time: 15s
Title: 
Out-cue: can explain]
[hit cold]
[CutID: <Cuts> BahamaRescueEfforts_9419_ARC3264247191.mp3
Time: 28s
Title: BahamaRescueEfforts_9419
Out-cue: SOC
Player: 2]
The prime minister believes the death toll will rise.  Dorian hit the Bahamas as a 
category five storm...and stalled over the islands, pounding it with wind and rain 
for nearly two whole days.  



As Hurricane Dorian makes its way up Florida's east coat, more than 1,000 
Florida Highway Patrol troopers are working long hours to keep the roads safe. 
FHP sent out a tweet on Tuesday to remind everyone that troopers are working 
12-hour shifts and leaving family behind to serve the public, writing, "Thank you 
to the Bravo shift, for keeping the watch throughout the night."

Waves stirred up by Hurricane Dorian brought an unexpected delivery to 
Melbourne's shoreline.

[CutID: <Cuts> CocaineontheBeach_9419_ARC765743677.mp3
Time: 28s
Title: CocaineontheBeach_9419
Out-cue: SOC]
-------------------------------------------------------------

A beachgoer taking in the sights of the rough surf Tuesday morning at Paradise 
Beach Park spotted what appeared to be a wrapped package that washed up,  
labeled ‘dinamitar' or dynamite in Spanish. Except it wasn't that - it was a kilo of 
cocaine. Melbourne police were called to the site and retrieved the item. Police 
said there were reports of other bricks of cocaine possibly washing ashore in 
northern Brevard. They also caution residents to contact police if other unusual 
debris washes ashore.

Hurricane Dorian is over for Central Florida...but concern over flooding continues 
for people in Seminole county is just beginning:

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-AM-Sem County Flooding-KS_ARC3085175559.mp3
Time: 22s
Title: FRI-AM-Sem County Flooding-KS
Description: FRI-AM-Sem County Flooding-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]
[Areas along the St. Johns River and Lake Harney in east Seminole tend to flood 
days after a big storm.The county has even issued a no-wake-zone for Boaters 
on the St, Johns River. So far there's been no reports of flooding...but the county 
is giving out free sandbags today just in case. That's happening at Fort Lane 
Park in Geneva.]   

WE'RE GETTING AN UPDATE FROM THE COAST GUARD ON RESCUE AND 
RECOVERY EFFORTS IN THE BAHAMAS...
[CutID: <Cuts> Guardsman-Peole Were In State of Shock_ARC3399629796.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Guardsman-Peole Were In State of Shock
Description: Guardsman-Peole Were In State of Shock
Out-cue: ]



COAST GUARDSMEN SHARED THEIR STORIES OF RESPONDING TO THE 
BAHAMAS AFTER HURRICANE DORIAN DURING A PRESS CONFERENCE THIS 
MORNING IN TAMPA.

The National Hurricane Center is looking at three MORE systems in the Atlantic.
One of them has a good chance of becoming a hurricane over the next few days.

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-MID-Did Somebody Say MORE STORMS 
W1_ARC931016993.mp3
Time: 29s
Title: FRI-MID-Did Somebody Say MORE STORMS W1
Description: FRI-MID-Did Somebody Say MORE STORMS W1
Out-cue: WDBO]

A lot of high school football games are postponed because of Hurricane Dorian.

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-PM HS Football Rescheduled -gw_ARC1799873623.mp3
Time: 34s
Title: Clip_2
Description: FRI-PM HS Football Rescheduled -gw
Out-cue: SOC]

9/6
OUR SISTER STATION IS HOSTING A CONCERT TO BENEFIT THE BAHAMAS...
[CutID: <Cuts> FRI-PM-Bahamas Relief Concert-W1_ARC2264539776.mp3
Time: 27s
Title: FRI-PM-Bahamas Relief Concert-W1
Description: FRI-PM-Bahamas Relief Concert-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]
[STAR 94.5'S BAHAMAS RELIEF CONCERT IS WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE 
HOUSE OF BLUES...I SPOKE WITH STAR'S NEWS AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
DIRECTOR MONICA MAY ABOUT THE SHOW...
[CutID: <Cuts> May-The Lineup_ARC1091749408.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: May-The Lineup
Description: May-The Lineup
Out-cue: ]
TO GET IN -- ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS DONATE HURRICANE RELIEF SUPPLIES.  
WE'VE GOT ALL THE DETAILS IN THE NEWS 96.5 WDBO APP.]

hurricane Dorian isn't done yet......After destroying the Bahamas  Dorian has now caused 
devastating flooding in the US
[CutID: <ABC Network Audio> ABCNC_Dorian-Ocracoke Island_1_ARC3281967801.mp3
Time: 31s



Title: ABCNC_Dorian-Ocracoke Island_1
Description: <p>After putting much of the Bahamas under water. Hurricane Dorian has now 
caused devastating flooding in the US as well -- on North Carolina's Okracoke Island. ABC's Mike 
Murillo has the details:</p>
Out-cue: ABC News]

GOVERNOR ROY MILLER SAYS 

NEARLY 200-THOUSAND PEOPLE ARE STILL WITHOUT POWER 

[CUTID: <COX NETWORK AUDIO> CAROLINA DORIAN 3_ARC1912565506.mp3
TIME: 7S
TITLE: RDDCOOPER-POWER-OUTAGES_1
DESCRIPTION: RDDCOOPER-POWER-OUTAGES_1_CLIP_9
OUT-CUE: THROUGHOUT THE DAY]

RISING STORM SURGE AND FLOODS REMAIN THE MAIN CONCERN IN BOTH 
NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA 

In the Bahamas, Coast Guard officials are saying tonight that they've rescued 239 people since 
the Hurricane Dorian response effort began.

9/7
Students in Orange County will lose a day of Thanksgiving break due to 
Hurricane Dorian.  November 25th, the Monday before Thanksgiving is one of 
the days chosen   A district spokesman says there are only so many days  they 
can select
[CutID: <Cuts> Scott Howatt OCPS_ARC2277349060.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: Scott Howatt OCPS
Description: Scott Howatt OCPS
Out-cue: ]
They are also talking with the teachers union about changing another make up 
day to October 18th. 

In the Bahamas -- 44 people are now confirmed dead after Hurricane Dorian -
The U-S Coast Guard tweeting this morning that tit has been involved in over 300 rescues so far
[CutID: <Cuts> Sun_Dorian-Bahamas-US-Amazing_1_ARC2648805961.mp3
Time: 8s
Title: Sun_Dorian-Bahamas-US-Amazing_1
Description: Sun_Dorian-Bahamas-US-Amazing_1
Out-cue: amazing]
Doctor Duane Sands is the health minister...and he says the  water table has been contaminated 
by floodwaters and the drinking water remains unsafe.
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A UCF student is back at school after a brush with Hurricane Dorian. Freshman 
Ure Saunders rode out Hurricane Dorian in The Bahamas with her family. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Rising floodwaters forced them to stay on the second floor of her grandparent's 
house in Freeport for two days. She came back to Florida by boat, and says it 
was a very humbling experience.  

Tropical Storm Humberto will be the next named storm, and it could form from a 
tropical wave that is approaching the Caribbean in the next four days, or from a 
new system that popped up even closer to Florida and the Bahamas. 
******************************
The new system the National Hurricane Center said is a set of disorganized 
showers and thunderstorms a few hundred miles northeast of the northern 
Leeward Islands. Its four day track could bring it over the lower Bahamas or to 
the east in the Atlantic.

urricane Dorian diminished to a post-tropical storm over the weekend -- but not 
before flexing its muscles one last time in Canada.

[CutID: <Cuts> DorianDamageinanada_9919_ARC3380886063.mp3
Time: 30s
Title: DorianDamageinanada_9919
Out-cue: SOC]
-------------------------------------------------

The category 2 hurricane arrived in Nova Scotia on Saturday, where its 87-miles-
per-hour winds tore roofs off homes, sent trees crashing down on vehicles and 
even knocked a huge construction crane onto a building. By the time Dorian had 
powered down to a post-tropical storm, it had dumped nearly six inches of rain 
on parts of the province.
As a result of the weather event, about 387,000 people -- representing more 
than 75 percent of Nova Scotia's population -- were left without power.

THIS WEEK HURRICANE DORIAN SUPPLIES DONATED BY CENTRAL 
FLORIDIANS WILL GET TO THE BAHAMAS MUCH FASTER.
[CutID: <Cuts> BahamasAirbus_NAlvarez_WFTV_ARC3165221765.mp3
Time: 16s
Title: BahamasAirbus_NAlvarez_WFTV
Out-cue: SOC]
--------------------------------------------------------
STATE REPRESENTATIVE SCOTT PLAKON WORKED WITH ALLEGIANT 
AIRLINE TO GET AN AIRBUS DONATED TO USE TO FERRY SUPPLIES. 
THAT PLANE WILL BE ABLE TO CARRY 14 THOUSAND POUNDS TO THE 
ISLANDS IN ONE TRIP.
I'm Channel 9's NANCY ALVAREZ for News 96-5 WDBO.



Updating the latest on the Bahamas.
Many of the islands are still in survival mode after Hurricane Dorian came through last week as a 
category 5 storm.
At least 45 people now were killed by the most powerful storm to ever hit the area.
Reporter Marcus Moore says hundreds are still missing...
[CutID: <Cuts> ABCNC_Dorian-Bahamas-May Never Be Found_Clip_1_ARC1480016944.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: ABCNC_Dorian-Bahamas-May Never Be Found_Clip_1
Description: <p>Supplies are still pouring into the Bahamas to help survivors of the most powerful 
hurricane to ever hit the islands. The death toll from Hurricane Dorian is rising - at least 45 people 
were killed - but hundreds are still missing. ABC's Marcus Moore reports from the Bahamas.</p>
Out-cue: be found]
Our sister station STAR 94-5 is hosting a benefit concert next week for recovery efforts in the 
Bahamas.  Check out that and other ways to donate to the relief by tapping the NEWS button in 
our app.
9/9

Updating from last week.

Central Floridians are turning out big-time to donate supplies to the Bahamas 
after Hurricane Dorian.
[CutID: <Cuts> MON-PM Eskamani Bahama Relief Update -
gw_ARC3982010546.mp3
Time: 33s
Title: Clip_5
Description: MON-PM Eskamani Bahama Relief Update -gw
Out-cue: SOC]
TAG: They collected supplies until 5 p-m today and will do the same tomorrow 
from 9 to 5.

9/10
An Orlando man credits good luck and good friends for surviving Hurricane 
Dorian in The Bahamas. John Slack was on Great Abaco Island in a friend's 
house when the storm shattered a window and sent water gushing in. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
He and some others tried to get to another house in their SUV, but it got stuck.   
After the storm passed, he was able to get to the airport where a friend flew him 
to safety. He says he feels blessed to have made it through the life-altering 
experience.  

Hurricane Dorian didn't do much damage on land here, but the ocean may be a 
different story. The health department conducted tests yesterday to determine if 
there's pollution off the Atlantic coast.  We may get those results back today.



President Trump is commenting after a ferry full of evacuees from the Bahamas 
was denied access to Florida...because they didn't have proper documents.  He 
says there are "very bad" gang members and drug dealers that could be trying 
to get in to the U-S

[CutID: <Cuts> TrumpBahamasBadPpl_91019_ARC610814252.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: TrumpBahamasBadPpl_91019
Out-cue: SOC]
------------------------------------------------------

Hurricane Dorian devastated the Bahamas, leaving an estimated 70-thousand 
people homeless and a rising death toll.  Speaking to reporters outside the White 
House Monday, Trump said that the Bahamas was having problems with 
dangerous people who weren't supposed to be there, and he didn't want those 
people here.  Trump said everyone needs proper documentation. Bahamas 
citizens need a valid passport to enter the U.S. but don't usually need a visa.  In 
an interview about an immigrations upset yesterday, customs officials blamed 
the ferry operator and said they would have accepted the evacuees.

GOVERNOR RON DESANTIS SAYS FLORIDA CONTINUES TO DONATE MONEY BY 
THE MILLIONS AND RELIEF SUPPLIES BY THE TONS TO THE BAHAMAS...

[CutID: <Cuts> TUE-PM-11 Million to Bahamas Recovery-
W1_ARC1503268741.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: TUE-PM-11 Million to Bahamas Recovery-W1
Description: TUE-PM-11 Million to Bahamas Recovery-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]
[SPEAKING DURING A PRESS CONFERENCE THIS MORNING IN WEST PALM 
BEACH, GOVERNOR DESANTIS SAID FLORIDIANS ARE PITCHING IN TO HELP 
PEOPLE WHO LOST EVERYTHING TO HURRICANE DORIAN...
(cut)
OUR PARENT COMPANY, COX MEDIA GROUP, IS ALSO COLLECTING HURRICANE 
RELIEF SUPPLIES THIS WEEK HERE AT OUR OFFICE ON JOHN YOUNG 
PARKWAY.]

A TEAM FROM ADVENT HEALTH AND TONS OF SUPPLIES ARE IN THE BAHAMAS 
AFTER LEAVING CENTRAL FLORIDA THIS MORNING...

[CutID: <Cuts> TUE-PM-Docs and Supplies to Bahamas-
W1_ARC617753127.mp3



Time: 28s
Title: TUE-PM-Docs and Supplies to Bahamas-W1
Description: TUE-PM-Docs and Supplies to Bahamas-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]

[THE TEAM...MADE UP OF DOCTORS AND NURSES TO TREAT PATIENTS 
NEEDING MEDICAL CARE...AS WELL AS AN ARCHITECT AND CONSTRUCTION 
MANAGER TO HELP REBUILD HOSPITALS DAMAGED BY HURRICANE DORIAN.  
BRITTANY BLACKBURN IS A PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT WHO JUST GOT BACK 
FROM THE ISLANDS...
[CutID: <Cuts> Doctor-It's Really Bad_ARC2438540610.mp3
Time: 5s
Title: Doctor-It's Really Bad
Description: Doctor-It's Really Bad
Out-cue: ]
IN ADDITION TO THE TEAM FROM ADVENT HEALTH...A PLANE CARRYING 14-
THOUSAND POUNDS OF SUPPLIES LEFT SANFORD ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT THIS MORNING...BOUND FOR THE BAHAMAS.]  

We told you about how evacuees from the Bahamas were kicked off a rescue 
ferry the other day.

[CutID: <Cuts> NATS_ARC1644842381.mp3
Time: 6s
Title: Clip_13
Description: NATS
Out-cue: PROCEED TO DISEMBARK]

Today an immigration lawyer tells us why these situations can be complicated.

[CutID: <Cuts> TUE-PM Letting Bahamians In -
gw_Clip_17_ARC1115627933.mp3
Time: 42s
Title: Clip_14
Description: TUE-PM Letting Bahamians In -gw
Out-cue: SOC]

This evening, the official death toll in the bahamas is up to 50 people, after 
hurricane dorian.

The U-S Navy ordered mandatory evacuations for personnel in coastal areas 
ahead of Hurricane Dorian...and this included a  group of highly trained 
bottlenose dolphins and sea lions.



[CutID: <Email Audio> navy sea animal evacuees sv_ARC4174143719.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: navy sea animal evacuees sv
Out-cue: ]

[THEY'RE NOT EXACTLY NAVY SEALS BUT THEY ARE SO HIGH UP IN THE 
RANKS NOT MUCH INFORMATION CAN BE SHARED... - WE DO KNOW  TWO 
DOZEN SEA MAMMALS WERE EVACUATED FROM THE STRATEGIC WEAPONS 
FACILITY IN GEORGIA TO PANAMA CITY AHEAD OF THE HURRICANE.  THE  
ANIMALS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE A BACKUP PLAN IF TECHNOLOGY GOES 
DOWN. THEY ARE USED TO PATROL FOR ENEMY FROGMEN, UNDERWATER 
ROBOTS AND HUNT FOR MINES NEAR U-S WARSHIPS AND SUBMARINES. AND 
WHILE MOST OF THE MISSION IS HUSH HUSH - WE DO KNOW  THE LAST OF 
THE EVACUEES HEADED HOME SUNDAY. SV NEWS 965 WBDO] 

9/11
A tropical system not far from the Bahamas will head toward Florida and bring us 
some extra rain this weekend.

[CutID: <Cuts> WED-PM Hurricane Center, 2 Systems -gw_ARC20720070.mp3
Time: 42s
Title: Clip_3
Description: WED-PM Hurricane Center, 2 Systems -gw
Out-cue: SOC]

9/12
BREVARD COUNTY IS WORKING WITH THE ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS TO 
REPLENISH SAND AT BEACHES ALONG THE SPACE COAST...
[CutID: <Cuts> THU-AM-Brevard Beach Replenishment-
W1_ARC3451602872.mp3
Time: 32s
Title: THU-AM-Brevard Beach Replenishment-W1
Description: THU-AM-Brevard Beach Replenishment-W1
Out-cue: WDBO."]
[THE CORPS IS EXPECTED TO AWARD A CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT FOR THE 
PROJECT WITHIN A MONTH.  I SAW THE BEACH EROSION CAUSED BY 
HURRICANE DORIAN FIRST HAND. LOCALS SAY IT CAN BE CAUSED BY MORE 
THAN JUST HURRICANES...
(cut)



BREVARD COUNTY NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SAYS THE BEACHES 
AND DUNES DID THEIR JOB...PROTECTING THE BUILDINGS AROUND THEM.  
THE COUNTY...STILL CALCULATING THE TOTAL FINANCIAL IMPACT FROM 
HURRICANE DORIAN.]  

Orange County students might not have to make up both days missed because 
of hurricane Dorian.  The Superintendent says she may waive one of those two 
days, because there's enough class time scheduled to meet state requirements. 
[CutID: <Channel Nine WFTV> Orange County students might not have to make 
up both days missed because of hurricane Dorian SOT 1_ARC2365714195.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: Orange County students might not have to make up both days missed 
because of hurricane Dorian SOT 1
Description: Babara Jenkins
Out-cue: ...worth anybody's time]
Right now...students are scheduled to be in class the Monday before 
Thanksgiving...but that could change if the decision is made.  The 
Superintendent did not say when it would happen.

The ordeal of two trapped manatees in Daytona Beach appears to be over.  
Workers spent four hours yesterday cutting a hole in a retention wall in the 
Halifax River so the mother manatee and her calf could swim to freedom.  
They got stuck behind the wall during Hurricane Dorian when the water level 
was much higher.  The manatees couldn't be seen actually swimming out of the 
enclosure because of how dark the water was, but the FWC says it's confident 
the rescue attempt was successful. 

PUBLIX IS COMING TO THE AID OF THE BAHAMAS 

[CutID: <Cuts> PUBLIX DONATIONS _ARC1681686657.mp3
Time: 20s
Title: PUBLIX DONATIONS
Description: PUBLIX DONATIONS
Out-cue: SOC]

***********************

THE GROCERY FOOD CHAIN ANNOUNCING THAT IT IS MAKING A 250 
THOUSAND DOLLAR DONATION TO THE AMERICAN RED CROSS AND 
UNITED WAY FOR HURRICANE DORIAN RELIEF.

PUBLIX IS ALSO ACTIVATING ITS REGISTER CAMPAIGN TO ALLOW 
CUSTOMERS TO MAKE IN STORE DONATIONS AS THEY ARE CHECKING 
OUT.



100 PERCENT OF THOSE DONATIONS WILL BE GIVEN TO THE RED 
CROSS. 

HAKEEM DICKSON NEWS 96 POINT FIVE WDBO. 

A TROPICAL DISTURBANCE MOVING NORTHWEST OVER THE BAHAMAS COULD 
BECOME TROPICAL STORM HUMBERTO BY THE END OF THE DAY...

[CutID: <Cuts> Pendergrast-NHC Forecast_ARC1987291161.mp3
Time: 12s
Title: Pendergrast-NHC Forecast
Description: Pendergrast-NHC Forecast
Out-cue: ]

JOHN PENDERGRAST IS A METEOROLOGIST AT THE NATIONAL WEATHER 
SERVICE OFFIC IN MELBOURNE...

[CutID: <Cuts> Pendergrast-Just Off Coast_ARC1022749836.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: Pendergrast-Just Off Coast
Description: Pendergrast-Just Off Coast
Out-cue: ]

PENDERGRAST SAYS THERE'S A GOOD CHANCE THE SPACE COAST COULD SEE 
MORE BEACH EROSION...LESS THAN TWO WEEKS AFTER HURRICANE DORIAN 
GRAZED THE STATE.

Tropical Storm Humberto has formed, and although its not expected to hit our 
coast, it could still impact any weekend beach plans.  Many of the surfers in 
Cocoa Beach advise people to watch out for gusty showers.
[CutID: <Cuts> Bennett Aneralla Cocoa beach Resident_ARC1193030869.mp3
Time: 10s
Title: Bennett Aneralla Cocoa beach Resident
Description: Bennett Aneralla Cocoa beach Resident
Out-cue: ]
Swimmers in Volusia County also watching the weather conditions since 
Hurricane Dorian recently damaged almost 10 feet of dunes there.

[CutID: <Cuts> Chrystal Amstead Daytona Beach 
Resident_ARC2913780313.mp3
Time: 9s
Title: Chrystal Amstead Daytona Beach Resident



Description: Chrystal Amstead Daytona Beach Resident
Out-cue: ]

The County expects to see what precautions need to be taken, if any, for 
residents along the coast.

Disney Cruise Line has announced that it will once again set sail for the Bahamas 
in the aftermath of Hurricane Dorian.

The Disney Fantasy says they will depart Port Canaveral on schedule and stay 
the course with plans to visit Castaway Cay.  Disney Dream is also reported to be 
on schedule as it prepares to leave on Monday.

Our top story....Meet Tropical Depression 10. It's out in the central Atlantic and 
soon will be called Imelda.
Meanwhile...Hurricane Humberto grows to 100 miles-per-hour as it moves away 
from the U.S.
[CutID: <Cuts> TUE-MID-Top Depression 10 W2-KS_ARC2049092387.mp3
Time: 35s
Title: TUE-MID-Top Depression 10 W2-KS
Description: TUE-MID-Top Depression 10 W2-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]

Say hello to tropical storm JERRY - it's the tenth storm of the season..it's moving 
west north west at 13 miles an hour...top winds are 45 miles an hour.  It's well 
out to see...and seems to be following the Hurricane Umberto track.
Tropical depression Imelda is bringing rain to Texas...and moving slowly at only 
five miles an hour.
9/18
Hurricane Dorian swept away up to ten feet of sand in some spots along Brevard 
County beaches two weeks ago.  Now, city commissioners are stepping in to 
rebuild. They've approved the spending of nearly four and a half million dollars 
to repair the engineered dunes in the county's Southern beachline.
The project will cover a fourteen-and-a-half mile long stretch of sand that 
officials consider most eroded by the hurricane.
No word yet on when the work will begin.

Say hello to Hurricane Jerry.
It became a Category One storm this morning.



It's not expected to come close to us, But Forecasters at the National Weather 
Service tell us...it's STILL too dangerous to go boating in the Atlantic...thanks to 
Hurricane Humberto.

[CutID: <Cuts> Humberto Waves-KS_ARC2265967585.mp3
Time: 23s
Title: THU-MID-Jerry Update/Humberto Waves-KS
Description: THU-MID-Jerry Update/Humberto Waves-KS
Out-cue: WDBO]

Flash flooding in the Houston and East Texas has turned into an "incredibly 
dangerous" situation as Tropical Depression Imelda continues to dump rain on 
the region. As much as 25 inches of rain has fallen in just the last 12 hours in 
some areas. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
The National Weather Service is urging Houston residents to remain indoors, 
while local hospitals were evacuated. Some are calling the deluge worse than 
2017's Hurricane Harvey, with the National Weather Service describing the rain 
as "life-threatening".

  



ISSUE:
Social Issues



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Volunteers Find Homes for Greyhounds
Organization: Greyhounds in Motion

Guest(s): Tracy Robinson, Founder

Contact: Tracy@greyhoundsinmotion.com

Date: 7/14/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Robinson explained that Greyhounds in Motion is an all-

volunteer nonprofit that finds homes for retired greyhounds. 

Specifically, the group provides foster homes, help with vet 

expenses, and transportation for the dogs so they can be 

delivered to ‘forever homes.’  Recently, they have even 

established a relationship with dog rescues in Spain to find 

homes for greyhounds there. 

She invited listeners to volunteer with the organization and 

to attend some of the organization’s upcoming fundraising 

events. 

.



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: People Encouraged to Become Foster Parents
Organization: Embrace Families

Guest(s): Danielle Levien

Claudia, former foster youth

Contact:
Date: 7/21/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Embrace Families is the lead nonprofit agency overseeing 

foster care and adoption in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

counties. Levien and Claudia both explained that more foster 

parents are needed to care for the children in the foster care 

system. Claudia described what it is like for a child in the 

system who does not have foster parents while Levien 

described the process one follows to become a foster parent.  

 



Time: WDBO:

6:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Grief Facilitators Needed
Organization: New Hope for Kids

Guest(s): David Joswick, Executive Director

Contact: Newhopeforkids.org

Date: 8/11/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Joswick explained the purpose of New Hope for Kids and 

invited listeners interested in helping to attend the Grief 

Facilitator Training on August 17th.  New Hope for Kids 

offers support to young people as they make their way 

through the stages of grief.



Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Dog Rescue Places Husky Dogs in Forever Homes
Organization: Husky Haven of Florida

Guest(s): Francia Vogini

Contact: Huskyhavenfl.org

Date: 9/1/19

Duration: 15:00

Issues:
 

Vogini asked listeners to support the mission of Husky Haven 

of Florida.  The organization’s mission is to rescue stray or 

surrendered Siberian Huskies. Volunteers provide foster 

homes and medical care until permanent homes can be 

found. Vogini asked for volunteers and encouraged listeners 

to consider adopting a Husky.



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Event Benefits Home for Special Needs Individuals
Organization: The Russell Home for Atypical Children

Guest(s): Vantrease Blair, ED

Contact: 407-855-8063; Russellhome.org

vantrease@russellhome.org

Date: 9/1/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Blair described the mission of the Russell Home for Atypical 

Children and invited listeners to the Russell Home’s 

Inaugural Gala. Russell Home is just that – a home for 

persons with special needs. These residents are housed, 

fed, and receive schooling in a loving environment. The Gala 

will feature dinner, dancing and a fashion show all to benefit 

the Russell Home residents.  



Time: WDBO:

12:30 

a.m.

Segment Topic: Hunger Action Month and the “Feed One” Campaign
Organization: Second Harvest Food Bank of Central Florida

Guest(s): Erika Spence, Mission Storyteller

Contact: www.FeedHopeNow.org

Date: 9/15/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: Spence explained Hunger Action Month efforts and the 

#FeedOne campaign. She explained that Second Harvest 

Food Bank already provides tens of millions of meals to 

central Floridians each year but in recognition of Hunger 

Action Month, are challenging the community to do even 

more through #FeedOne. The premise of the campaign is for 

each person to take at least one action that feeds another 

person, such as donating canned items to Second Harvest. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.FeedHopeNow.org&d=DwMFAg&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=LcvSpQoV9yVoGtkjXPP2w6oZ711sF9YSbnAYMAYO3cc&m=OmdSCXz29NjqMG8-uRox1d2uC5s5JjyuZW1n7HlG_Jo&s=0eRmO5YCalTRwXTFRoCEV7dxri1FGzn1GdOI-8kiywo&e=


Time: WDBO:

12:00 

a.m.

Segment Topic: “Fore Our Kids” Golf Tournament Benefits Foster 
Youth

Organization: Embrace Families

Guest(s): Danielle Levien, Communication Manager 

Mike Neswold, Board Member and CEO of Titan Electric 

Contact: Embracefamilies.org; 321-441-2060; Foreourkids.com

Date: 9/22/19

Duration: 30:00

Issues: The two guests spoke about the needs of foster children and 

invited listeners to support them through the Fore Our Kids 

Golf Tournament.  Levien explained that the youth need 

mentors, a stable environment, and foster parents.  

Therefore, she encouraged those interested to consider 

being foster parents.  Neswold explained why it is important 

to him to help foster children and asked the community to 

help by attending Fore Our Kids.  



NEWS COPY 

Social Services 3rd Quarter 2019
7/1
A new study finds only four-percent of Americans wait until they're 70 to draw 
Social Security.
[CutID: <Cuts> MON-AM Social Security Claim Age -gw_ARC3616250504.mp3
Time: 37s
Title: Clip_1
Description: MON-AM Social Security Claim Age -gw
Out-cue: WDBO APP]
[Why wait until 70?  The wealth management company United Income has a new 
study which says about 57-percent of retirees would get the biggest boost 
financially waiting for 70.

they say 83-percent of people will benefit by waiting to turn 67 or older.

Only 6-point-5 percent of retirees would be better off financially if they claim 
before turning 64.

But clearly there are exceptions - one of our listeners says his father started at 63 
and was told he'd earn more money that way...

[CutID: <Cuts> Open Mic_7901efa4bd16-
1561739314_Clip_6_ARC2334619325.mp3
Time: 3s
Title: Open Mic_7901efa4bd16-1561739314
Description: Open Mic_7901efa4bd16-1561739314_Clip_6
Out-cue: PERIOD OF TIME]]
****************************
The U.S. Conference of Mayors 87th Annual Meeting is happening right now in 
Honolulu, Hawaii.  Parkland, Florida's mayor spoke to her colleagues...stressing 
the importance of engaging youth....

[CutID: <MetroSource>Hunschofsky063019wsA_1_ARC3668668367.mp3
Time: 13s
Title: 
Out-cue: our community]

Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer is also there but he'll back in time for the Fourth of 
July Fireworks at the Fountain event on Thursday at Lake Eola..
*************************************************
Health officials are warning about a rise in infections from a fecal parasite that 
can thrive in swimming pools. Dean Miuccio has the details.

[CutID: <MetroSource> rddCrypto-Warning_1_ARC2744465308.mp3



Time: 14s
Title: rddCrypto-Warning_1
Description: rddCrypto-Warning_1
Out-cue: pool water] 

Reporter Dean Mooch-E-O says the parasite has a high tolerance for chlorine 
and live in pools for up to a week.

*************************
The Trump Administration is pushes back against a federal judges ruling that 
blocks use of military funds for border wall construction. 

[CutID: <Channel Nine WFTV> Trump admin pushing back for wall construction 
SOT 1_ARC1635570579.mp3
Time: 7s
Title: Trump admin pushing back for wall construction SOT 1
Description: President Trump
Out-cue: ...that should've happened]

The state of California filed a lawsuit, on behalf of twenty other states to stop 
the transfer of that federal money.
------------------------------------------------
President Trump said two and a half billion dollars would be moved from the 
defense department budget to build the wall. The states argues the move 
violates the constitution. 

For all the parents with young athletes in the family, there's a popular dietary 
supplement going around that could put your child's health at risk.

[CutID: <Cuts> MON AM Teen Diet Warning W DV_ARC4057640126.mp3
Time: 31s
Title: MON AM Teen Diet Warning W DV
Out-cue: ]

[
Orlando's Dr. Candice Jones says some kids are using Creatine to trim down or 
bulk up muscle mass, even though the labels say its not meant for anyone under 
18.

[CutID: <Cuts> Dr Candice Jones Creatine 
Interview_Clip_4_Clip_2_ARC3550946077.mp3
Time: 9s



Title: Dr Candice Jones Creatine Interview_Clip_4_Clip_2
Description: Dr Candice Jones Creatine Interview_Clip_4_Clip_2
Out-cue: ]

Creatine may also be contaminated with metal and have steroids in it.  So Even 
though it may be tough, she says have them stick to the natural ways.

[CutID: <Cuts> Dr Candice Jones Creatine 
Interview_Clip_3_ARC2541086649.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: Dr Candice Jones Creatine Interview_Clip_3
Description: Dr Candice Jones Creatine Interview_Clip_3
Out-cue: ]

7/6/19
Authorities say a Florida man appears to have been mauled to death by a pack of 
dogs.
It happened in Highlands County near Lake Placid. The sheriff's office says the 
45 year old man suffered over 100 dog bites  Animal Services officers have set 
traps while patrolling the area to look for loose dogs. 

7/9/19

If you're looking to adopt a pet this summer...Seminole County Animal Services 
is partnering with OneBlood this weekend for a Big Red Bus Drive.

Program Coordinator Diane Gagliano says all donors will get a pair of Orlando 
City Soccer tickets.

[CutID: <Cuts> Diane Gagliano Pet Drive Full_Clip_3_ARC3502735081.mp3
Time: 11s
Title: Diane Gagliano Pet Drive Full
Description: Diane Gagliano Pet Drive Full
Out-cue: until October 31st
Player: 2]
The event is this Saturday July 13-th from 9:30 to 3:30 at Seminole County 
Animal Services in Sanford.

7/22
ON WEDNESDAY THE CITY OF APOPKA AND THE OWNER OF A BILLING 
COMPANY WILL GO TO COURT TO SEE IF THE COMPANY VIOLATED THE HIPPA 
LAW.



WE TOLD YOU LAST WEEK THE CITY IS SUING THE COMPANY IT CONTRACTED 
TO DO BILLING FOR FIRE TRANSPORTS AND MEDICAL SERVICES AFTER 
FINDING BILLING ISSUES THAT COULD COST THE CITY THOUSANDS.

OPEN:

New industrial fans and white sun-reflective paint are bringing some relief to 
pups at the Orange County Animal Services facility.  

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI AM-Orange County Animal Shelter-V-
BH_ARC1106096894.mp3
Time: 37s
Title: FRI AM-Orange County Animal Shelter-V-BH
Description: FRI AM-Orange County Animal Shelter-V-BH
Out-cue: ]

===========================================

[Building 300 has no AC, but new fans have been installed and and new paint 
has been added- After a study showed temperatures inside this area peaked at 
95 degrees during the summer. They were unable to retrofit an A/C unit in this 
particular building, so they installed a $450,000 ventilation system back in 2017.  
With that, and now, with the new industrial fans and paint, temperatures have 
dropped about 10 degrees. 
County officials still believe there is still a need for a new building with A/C. A 
proposal is scheduled to come before the Orange County Board of County 
Commissioners next month. 

Brandy Hastings, News 96.5 WDBO]

===========================================

THE CITY SAYS THE OWNER OF "N-E-B" UPLOADED HUNDREDS OF PAGES OF 
PATIENTS' PERSONAL MEDICAL INFORMATION TO THE COUNTY CLERK'S SITE 
AS PART OF THE LAWSUIT.

THE COMPANY'S OWNER CLAIMS HE HAS NOT VIOLATED HIPPA.



8/16/19
Central Florida animal shelters are offering special deals tomorrow to help you 
find your new best friend, as they observe National Clear the Shelter Day

[CutID: <Cuts> FRI AM-Clear the shelter day local deals-V-
BH_ARC3632463545.mp3
Time: 29s
Title: FRI AM-Clear the shelter day local deals-V-BH
Description: FRI AM-Clear the shelter day local deals-V-BH
Out-cue: ]
==============================
[At Orange County Animal services, you can adopt a dog or cat for just $5 bucks 
tomorrow.  If you miss out on tomorrow's deal, they are also offering dog 
adoptions for $20 and cat adoptions for $10 for the rest of August.  Seminole 
County Animal services is also offering $5 adoptions for dogs and cats tomorrow, 
and will also have a yard sale, ice cream truck, and the big red bus for blood 
donations.  Anyone who donates blood, gets a voucher for a free adoption.  
Brandy Hastings, News 96.5 WDBO]

9/4/19
A four-legged victim of Hurricane Dorian is safe from flooding thanks to an 
Orange County deputy.

[CutID: <Cuts> RescuedDorianPuppy_9419_ARC2994697212.mp3
Time: 29s
Title: RescuedDorianPuppy_9419
Out-cue: SOC]
Deputy Tolliver was on patrol when he responded to a call for a suspicious 
vehicle.When he arrived on Apopka Boulevard, he found a car unoccupied and 
partially flooded, wrecked into a ditch.Inside that abandoned vehicle, a little 
brown and black spotted puppy left alone.Named after the hurricane she was 
found during, puppy “Dorian” will be turned over to the Orange County Animal 
Services later today.

Sun-Rail services is suspended through Friday.  Crews still have to work to make 
sure the tracks are safe before they're used again.

9/7/19
On Monday, some folks in Osceola County can get free legal services as they 
represent themselves in court.  Its only for those who qualify, and although no 
legal advice will be given, the courthouse clinics team will help people get an 
understanding of court procedures.



9/11
AOC says she owes 20 thousand dollars in student debt - in a House financial 
services committee hearing on college debt.
Saying she made a payment on her loans while sitting in on the  hearing...and 
her balance droped down to 19 thousand.  Ocasio Cortez is one of 70 members 
of Congress who are still paying off student debt for themselves or a dependent.

9/20/19
Local members of Congress who won't have offices at V-A hospitals by the end 
of the year won't give up without a fight.

G-O-P Representative Brian Mast says they are working on legislation called the 
Congressional Services act which would open office inside V-A hospitals all across 
the nation.

[CutID: <Cuts> Congressman Brian Mast _ARC2472662037.mp3
Time: 16s
Title: Congressman Brian Mast 
Description: Congressman Brian Mast
Out-cue: reschedule to using that]

The V-A says the offices are being removed simply because the space needs to 
be used for clinical purposes.


